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SUNDAY, MAY THE TWENTY-FOURTH
NINETEEN HUNDRED AND EIGHTY-ONE
STORRS, CONNECTICUT
ORDER OF EXERCISES
Undergraduate Schools and Colleges
Auditorium — 10:00 A.M.
Field House — 11:30 A.M.
PROCESSIONAL
SINGING OF America: PROFESSOR JOHN A. POELLEIN
INVOCATION: THE REVEREND PHILIP A. MUTH (AUDITORIUM)
THE REVEREND JEREMIAH D. SULLIVAN (FIELD HOUSE)
PRESENTATION OF THE CLASS
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE GRADUATING CLASS
CHARGE TO THE CLASS: JOHN A. DIBIAGGIO, President
The University of Connecticut
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES: THE DEANS AND DIRECTORS
CONFERRAL OF DEGREES
JOHN A. DIBIAGGIO, President
BENEDICTION: THE REVEREND PHILIP A. MUTH




Auditorium — 3:30 P.M.
PROCESSIONAL
SINGING OF America: PROFESSOR JOHN A. POELLEIN
INVOCATION: THE REVEREND ROBERT TAYLOR




VICE-PRESIDENT FOR GRADUATE EDUCATION AND RESEARCH
CONFERRAL OF DEGREES:
JOHN A. DIBIAGGIO, President
BENEDICTION: THE REVEREND ROBERT TAYLOR
RECESSIONAL
ORDER OF EXERCISES
The School of Law
New Campus
55 Elizabeth Street, Hartford
Saturday, May 23, 1981 — 11:00 A.M.
PROCESSIONAL
INVOCATION: DR. JOHN DILLENBERGER
President, Hartford Seminary
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS: DERRICK BELL
Dean, University of Oregon
School of Law
PRESENTATION OF AWARDS
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES: THE DEAN OF THE SCHOOL OF LAW
RECOGNITION OF DUAL DEGREE CANDIDATES
CONFERRAL OF DEGREES:
JOHN A. DIBIAGGIO, President
BENEDICTION: DR. JOHN DILLENBERGER
RECESSIONAL
ORDER OF EXERCISES
The School of Medicine
The School of Dental Medicine
The Health Center — Farmington
Saturday, May 30, 1981	 1:00 P.M.
PROCESSIONAL
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
SUNG BY: RICHARD C. TILTON
Professor of Laboratory Medicine
INVOCATION: CHAPLAIN GAIL NICASTRO, CSJ
WELCOME: JAMES E. MULVIHILL
Vice-President for Health Affairs and
Executive Director of the Health Center
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS: HOMER D. BABBIDGE, JR.
President
The Hartford Graduate Center
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES:
THE DEANS OF THE SCHOOLS OF MEDICINE AND DENTAL MEDICINE
CONFERRAL OF DEGREES:
JOHN A. DIBIAGGIO, President
ALUMNI REMARKS
STUDENT REMARKS
ADMINISTRATION OF HIPPOCRATIC OATH: EUGENE M. SIGMAN
Professor of Surgery




THE UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT
His Excellency, WILLIAM A. O'NEILL
Governor of the State of Connecticut, President Ex Officio
LEONARD E. KROUGH
Commissioner of Agriculture and Natural Resources, Member Ex Officio
MARK R. SHEDD
Commissioner of Education, Member Ex Officio
OTHA N. BROWN, JR., Secretary
RICHARD J. CATANESE
ANDREW J. CANZONETTI, Chairman









JEREMIAH J. LOWNEY, JR.





"With Distinction" is the University's designation for degrees earned by students who give
evidence of significant achievement in their major fields.
Honors Scholars
Honors Scholars are outstanding students who complete intensive two- to four-year pro-
grams, including honors courses of unusual breadth and depth. Honors requirements include a
senior thesis or comprehensive examination in the major field.
University Scholar
The University Scholar designation is the highest scholastic honor at the University. The
individualized undergraduate programs of these students, which in some cases include work
toward a graduate degree, are supervised by faculty committees. In this graduating class twenty-
seven students were named University Scholars in the junior year.
The names in this program do not constitute an official list. The students whose names are listed
herein were considered candidates for the degree indicated when the program was printed.












































NORRIS THOMPSON WOOD, JR.
Six
































ALFRED W. BRAND, JR.
WADE ROBERT BROWN








































































































































DONALD GERARD MELANSON, JR.
WILLIAM BRYANT MERRIAM
















































































































DONNA M. AMARAL, in Animal Science
HEIDI P. BOOTH, in Nutritional Sciences
DANA A. BORGMAN, in Animal Science
MARTINO DESOMMA, in Pathobiology
DEBRA A. DONCH, in Pathobiology
DAVID C. LYDEN, in Pathobiology
MARGO B. MALONEY, in Animal Science
JOYCE L. COLBERT, in Animal Science
CHERYL A. FORSYTH, in Pathobiology
With Distinction
NANCY L. MATTESEN, in Pathobiology
DONNA L. MCMAHON, in Nutritional Sciences
BETSY L. REILLY, in Animal Science
KAREN RIPKE, in Nutritional Sciences
SUSAN G. SESERMAN, in Pathobiology
HOLLY A. WATTS, in Pathobiology
JENNIFER M. WEBER, in Nutritional Sciences
Honors Scholars
PATRICIA E. JOLIE, in Pathobiology
WILLIAM C. PORTS, in Pathobiology
University Scholar
CHERYL A. FORSYTH, Pathobiology
Eight



























































































































































































































































MARY E. RAFANIELLO, in Clinical Dietetics
CAROL A. COSTA, in Clinical Dietetics
CYNTHIA DAWSON, in Physical Therapy
PAULA A. MANEIKIS, in Physical Therapy
CHERYL A. MEAGHER, in Physical Therapy
SUSAN M. SCHOENBERGER, Physical Therapy
With Distinction
CYNTHIA K. TORNALLYAY, in Clinical Dietetics
Honors Scholars
JANE B. OWEN, in Physical Therapy
ELIZABETH H. PALFREY, in Medical Technology
SHARON P. PLUMB, in Physical Therapy
DEBORAH L. SHUKIS, in Physical Therapy
University Scholar
Nine





































ARTHUR CHARLES BATTISTA, JR.
MICHAEL ALFRED BECKER




































GRAEME SCOTT RIDGEWAY BROWN
HUGH MCINTOSH BROWN
JARVIS LEON BROWN, JR.



















DANIEL ADLEY GERARD CARLONI
DONALD ERIC CARLSON


























































CRESCENT EDWARD DECIANTIS, JR.

























































































































































BRIAN ROBERT MICHAEL JONES
TERRELL LUTHER JONES
STEVEN HOWARD JOSEPIITHAL






























































































MAUREEN E. T. MCNAMARA




















































THOMAS JOHN O'BRIEN, JR.
PETER JOSEPH O'LEARY


































































































SHEILA ELIZABETH ROSE SOWINSKI
DAVID HUBBARD SPENCER


















































































BRENDA H. ANDERSON, in Accounting
KIMBERLY B. BANKER, in Accounting
CHRISTINE E. BRIGHAM, in Accounting
RANDALL F. BROPHY, in Finance
PHILIP J. BUJALSKI, in Accounting
SANDRA J. BUSHELL, in Finance
PATRICIA CALLAHAN, in Accounting
LINDA A. CHAPLEY, in Marketing
KAREN L. CHOCAS, in Accounting
MICHAEL J. CICHON, JR., in Accounting
GREGORY J. COLEMAN, in Accounting
CHRISTOPHER H. DEIMEL, in Accounting
JOSEPH J. DEMAIO, in Accounting
LAURA A. MENN, Marketing
Honors Scholars
DIANA B. GENTILE, in Accounting
STEPHEN N. GIAMALIS, in Accounting
LINDA B. HOWE, in Accounting
THOMAS KLAMKA, in Accounting
KEVIN M. MAGEE, in Accounting
MARIO J. MALETTA, in Accounting
LAURA A. MENN, in Marketing
ROBERT S. POULIN, in Accounting
MAXINE A. SHLEMON, in Accounting
R. JAMES TOSTI, JR., in Accounting
JILL R. VANACORE, in Finance
GERALDINE C. WYNNE, in Accounting
YUEN MAN YIP, in Accounting
University Scholar
YUEN MAN YIP, Accounting
Thirteen
THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Graduates of the School of Education are required to have majors in their teaching fields.
They, therefore, have dual commitments in the University. In the listing below, all students




























Graduates of the School of Education are required to have majors in their teaching fields.
Therefore, many have dual commitments in the University. In the listing below, each student's
major is indicated.
KEITH RICHARD ABRAHAMSON, Music Education
TIMOTHY THOMAS ALSTRUM, Spanish
COLLETTE ARVANITIS, Special Education
JEFFREY JOHN BACKOFEN, Recreational Service Education
STEVEN LEWIS BAGGISH, Elementary Education
DEBORAH JOY BALUT, Rehabilitation Services
RUTH ANN BARNES, Elementary Education
SUZANNE MARIE BARRETT, Sport And Leisure Studies
JAYNE ANN BARTKOWSKI, Home Economics Education
JOYCE-ANN BEGEN, Elementary Education
DONNA MARIE BELLACICCO, Elementary Education
PATRICE MARIE BERTORA, Recreational Service
Education
CHARLOTTE ETHEL BLACK, Recreational Service
Education
HILARY LYNN BLACK, Rehabilitation Services
DENISE MARIE BODWELL, Recreational Service Education
AMY CARSON BOND, Recreational Service Education
KAREN MARGARET BOUDREAU, Elementary Education
JILL LORA BOUSQUET, Elementary Education
MARY ELIZABETH BOYLE, Music Education
DAVID MARSHALL BRADFORD, Sport And Leisure Studies
KIM LORRAINE BREWER, Physical Education
KURT FRANCIS BROWN, Recreational Service Education
DAVID PAUL BURGESS,
 Musk Education
TERESA ANNE BUTTZ, Special Education
BEVERLY GAIL BYAM, Elementary Education
LOIS BYWATERS, Special Education
PETER MICHAEL CAFAZZO, Recreational Service
Education
STEVEN MARK CANNATA, Physical Education
STEPHEN HENRY CAPEZZONE, Sport And Leisure Studies
MARY JEAN CASSELLS, Music Education
ANTHONY JOSEPH CATAPANO, Recreational Service
Education
DIANE CECERE, Rehabilitation Services
DONNA MARIE CIARFELLA, English
CAREN ELIZABETH CIBBARELLI, Elementary Education
EILEEN ELIZABETH CLARK, Special Education
JANICE LOUISE CLARKSON, Sport And Leisure Studies
CATHRYN LEE CONE, Elementary Education
SUSAN JANE CONNOLLY, Sport And Leisure Studies
DINO GERARD COSTANZO, Recreational Service
Education
BONNIE SUE CROWE, Elementary Education
LARRY JAMES CROXTON, Business Education
ADA HERVETTA DARITY, Rehabilitation Services
LYDIA DAVIS, Music Education
ANNE BRIDGET DAVOREN, Sport And Leisure Studies
DIANE MARIE DE CRISTO, Biological Sciences
JAMES RICHARD DE FELICE, Sport and Leisure Studies
PAUL GREGORY DEMANCHE, Sport And Leisure Studies
LEE ANN DESNOYERS, Mathematics
KAREN ANN DEWITT, Elementary Education
DENISE MARIE DIBATTISTA, Elementary Education
JOSEPH ANTHONY DIBIASE, Business Education
GAIL CAROLYN DILLISTIN, Special Education
ALIsON ELEANORE DITERS, Musk Education
DIANNE KATHLEEN BARTOS DOBRATZ, Physical Education
MARY VIRGINIA DONNELLY, Musk Education
WENDY S. DUFF, Music Education
SAMUEL DAVID EURICH, Musk Education
JUDITH RENA FETTERMAN, Home Economics Education
NORMA ELIZABETH FIELD, Rehabilitation Services
ELIZABETH FINGERLE, Recreational Service Education
PAMELA PATRICIA FITZGERALD, Agricultural Education
JEFFREY THOMAS FITZPATRICK, Sport And Leisure
Studies
DEBORAH ANNE FORTE, Sport And Leisure Studies
LAUREN Joy FUCHS, Sport And Leisure Studies
JOYCE LYNN GAGNON, Spanish
MARK DANIEL GALLANT, Physical Education
LICIA TERESA GAMBINO, Music Education
JAMES BERNARD GAVIN, Sport And Leisure Studies
FRANK EDWARD GAWLE, Musk Education
JUDY GRACE GAZZILLO, Elementary Education
CHRISTINE ROSE GEDNEY, Physical Education
SUSAN ARLINE GENDREAU, Music Education
MARGARET NOEL GERKE, Elementary Education
KATHLEEN GLEMBOSKI, Recreational Service
Education
KAREN RUTH GLICKSTEIN, Rehabilitation Services
LISA BETH GLICKSTEIN, Rehabilitation Services
CHRISTINE SUSAN GOFF, Elementary Education
DAVID MARVIN GOLDBERG, Sport And Leisure Studies
SHARON RUTH GOLDMAN, Elementary Education
PAMELA MARIE GOLDRICK, Elementary Education
LAUREN GOLDSTROM, Recreational Service Education
Fourteen
DIANE GOLEBIOWSKI, Elementary Education
PAUL THOMAS GRACEWSKI, Rehabilitation Services
SUZANNE BETH GUEVIN, Recreational Service Education
DANIEL B. HAGUE, Music Education
ANTHONY CAREY HANSON, Special Education
PATRICK JERALD HEGARTY, Elementary Education
CHERRYL ANNE HOBART, Physical Education
SHARON LEE JACKSON, Music Education
WENDY JULIE JEDD, Recreational Service Education
JOANNE JUKINS, Elementary Education
ERHARDT KAPP, Physical Education
KRISTI LYN KELSON, Home Economics Education
KEVIN EDWARD KILEY, Sport And Leisure Studies
JOHN ANDREW KISSEL, English
KAREN ANNE KLINE, Music Education
KAREN ANN KLINGELE, Elementary Education
KERRI ELLEN KONSTANTINO, Elementary Education
KAREN MARIE KOPCHA, Elementary Education
SHIRLEY ANN KOSTELNY, Special Education
JANE ELIZABETH KRECIDLO, History
KAREN MARY KSENYCH, Special Education
DARYL-LYNNE KUNZ, Elementary Education
ANN MARIE KWEDER, Elementary Education
COLLEEN MARY LACEY, Rehabilitation Services
PATRICIA ANN LAING, Elementary Education
LAURA BETH LAMBERTI, Rehabilitation Services
DIANE MARIE LAMOUREUX,
 Musk Education
STEVEN MICHAEL LANE, Rehabilitation Services
MARY LANNAK, Recreational Service Education
LISA ELLEN LEANDRI, Elementary Education
GARY ALLEN LENOCE, Special Education
KAREN ANN LEONARD, Elementary Education
JANET MARY LITTER, Elementary Education
DARLENE JOAN LODDER, Agricultural Education
KATHRYN PATRICIA LODER, Recreational Service
Education
CAROL JEAN LONG, Elementary Education
EILEEN MARY LoRusso, Biological Sciences
KATHLEEN MARIE LUCAS, Sport And Leisure Studies
FRANK LUCIANO, Recreational Service Education
DANIEL LYON, History
JEANNE MARIE MADER, Elementary Education
STEVEN M ICHAEL M ALAVICH, Recreational Service
Education
BETH EILEEN MARTIN, Elementary Education
KATHERINE ANN MATTHEWS, Home EConomiCS
Education
KAREN JEAN MCCLEU, Rehabilitation Services
ROSEMARY ELLEN MCHUGH, Elementary Education
JOHN JOSEPH MCILHONEY, Music Education
CONRAD GRANT MCiNTIRE, JR., Recreational Service
Education
CARALLY MEREDITH MCKEEVER, Music Education
ROBERT HUGH MCLEISH, Sport And Leisure Studies
PATRICIA ANN MEROLA, Elementary Education
BETTY JEAN METZLER, Special Education
JANE IRIS MICHEL, Elementary Education
THOMAS PATRICK MISSET, Elementary Education
LISA DALE MOYER, Elementary Education
EILEEN ANNE MUSKA, Elementary Education
NORMAN RAYMOND MYRICK, JR., Special Education
PAUL JOSEPH NOHEIMER, Physical Education
CHRISTOPHER NELSON NORRIS, Physical Education
ROBERT JAMES O'BRIEN, Recreational Service Education
KATHERINE ANN OLEAN, Rehabilitation Services
NANCY ANN OLSON, Sport And Leisure Studies
BETSY BURNHAM PARKER, Sport And Leisure Studies
LIZA J. PARKER, Elementary Education
JANICE PASQUALE, Recreational Service Education
HOLLY MARIE PAYNE, Recreational Service Education
LYNN MARIE PELLEGRINO, Rehabilitation Services
CARLA ANN PERILLO, Home Economics Education
RUTH ANN PETERSON, Music Education
LINDA JEAN PETTINELLI, Elementary Education
JEANNETTE PICARD, Elementary Education
ELIZABETH ANNE PIERCE, Special Education
DONALD GARY PIOMBINO, Sport And Leisure Studies
MARY KATHERINE PRETTYMAN, Elementary Education
ELIZABETH ANNE QUERCIA, Elementary Education
SHARON PARKER QUIGLEY, Special Education
PHYLLIS OLIVEIRA RACINE, Business Education
ROBERT THEODORE REINCKE, Recreational Service
Education
TERRY LEE RITCHIE, Music Education
CATHERINE JEAN ROESSNER, Recreational Service
Education
BRUCE FRANKLIN ROGERS, Musk Education
WENDY LEE RONDEAU, Elementary Education
KATHLEEN MARIE ROSE, Recreational Service
Education
RICHARD MELVIN Ross, Agricultural Education
ALAN FRANCES ROUSSEAU, Physical Education
PARNEL SMITH RUBIN, Elementary Education
BENJAMIN WATERS RUGGLES, Recreational Service
Education
LAURIE LYNN RUSSO, Elementary Education
KAREN MARIE RYAN, Special Education
KELLY ANN SATTLER, Mathematics
JOAN THERESA SAWYER, Recreational Service Education
REBECCA ANN SCHEIDLER, Elementary Education
AILEEN ELIZABETH SCHOLSKY, Rehabilitation Services
ROBERT JOHN SEGAR, Sport And Leisure Studies
KATHLEEN THERESA SEITZ, Special Education
LOIS ANNE SHAKNAITIS, Elementary Education
LISA ANN SHANE, Special Education
THERESA ANN SHEA, Music Education
MONICA MARY SHEEHAN, Home Economics Education
COLLEEN M. SHINE, Elementary Education
AMY FERN SHURBERG, Special Education
PATRICIA ANN SINATRO, Sport And Leisure Studies
DONALD PAUL SINNERY, Physical Education
JOANNE ELLEN SLAKER, Elementary Education
PAUL WILLIAM SMITH, Physical Education
CAROL GISELE ST. KING, Special Education
LAURIE LYNN STEVENS, Home Economics Education
BARBARA ANN SYP, Elementary Education
FRANK JOHN SZILAGYI, Sport And Leisure Studies
COLETTE AMELIA TARANTINO, Musk Education
SANDRA RASMA TAUMANIS, Elementary Education
DENISE LYNNE TAYLOR, Rehabilitation Services
PAULETTE SAMETA TAYLOR, Elementary Education
JEAN PHYLLIS TERRIBILE, Sport And Leisure Studies
RONALD DAVID TETRAULT, Physical Education
DEANNA LYNN TKACS, Special Education
ADAM TODD III, Rehabilitation Services
SHIRLEY KATE TOFFOLON, Mathematics
DIANE FRANCES TOTH, Sport And Leisure Studies
ANNETTE GLORIA TREMBLAY, Elementary Education
STEVEN JOIIN TULP, Mathematics
PATRICIA JEAN UGUCCIONI, Music Education
JEAN MARIE VASINGTON, Special Education
REGINA ANNE VILLANI, Special Education
LINDA JEANNETTE VOLLE, Special Education
ROBERTA DORIS WACHTELHAUSEN, Recreational Service
Education
WANDA JEAN WARD, Sport And Leisure Studies
Fifteen
JODIE ANNE WASP, Physical Education
LAURA ELIZABETH WHALEN, Elementary Education
RICHARD ALVY WHEELER, Physical Education
CHRISTINE ASTRID WOLTER, Home Economics Education
KATHLEEN MARIE WYNN, Rehabilitation Services
GEORGE MATTHEW YORK, JR., Elementary Education
ANN MARIE YOUNG, Home Economics Education
LINDA M. ZACCARO, Rehabilitation Services
GERALD GEORGE ZIGMONT, Music Education
With Distinction
DENISE M. BODWELL, in Recreational Service Education
MARGARET N. GERKE, in Elementary Education
JANE 1. MICHEL, in Elementary Education
JANICE PASQUALE, in Recreational Service Education
CATHERINE J. ROESSNER, in Recreational Service
Education
Honors Scholars
JUDY G. GAllILLO, in Elementary Education	 LISA A. SHANE, in Special Education
DARYL-LYNNE KUNZ, in Elementary Education	 AMY F. SHURBERG, in Special Education
ROSEMARY E. MCHUGH, in Elementary Education
University Scholar
KAREN A. KLINE, Music Education
Sixteen
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING





















































































































































































































































































































































ROGER ARTHUR VAN WEY
Honors Scholars
ANN M. DORRIS, in Chemical Engineering/ Materials
Engineering
LAURA J. HERB, in Chemical Engineering
JAMES P. KURDZO, in Electrical Engineering
DANIEL E. NEIMAN, in Computer Science
ELLEN F. SCANLON, in Computer Science
DAVID L. WHITAKER, JR., in Electrical Engineering
University Scholars
ANN M. DORRIS, Chemical Engineering/ Materials 	 LAURA J. HERB, Chemical Engineering
Engineering
	
DANIEL E. NEIMAN, Computer Science
Eighteen
THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS



















































































































PAULA J. RAUM, in Painting
Nineteen














































































































































































NANCY R. CAVINESS, in General Home Economics/
Family Studies
JEANINE M. GRIFFIN, in Human Development and
Family Relations
MARGARET M. HEATH, in Human Development and
Family Relations
JOANNE PETTINGILL, in Design and Resource
Management
CATHERINE J. STANDARD, in Human Development and
Family Relations
Twenty

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ANTHONY WAYNE JOHNSON III




JAMES A. JONES, JR.
STEPHEN ANTHONY JOYCE
JAN WALTER JURCZYSZAK




























































































































































































































JOHN HENRY O'MAHONY, JR.
MARGARET MARY O'MARRA






































































JOSEPH BERNARD POWERS, JR.
















































































































































































LOUIS DOMINIC URSONE, JR.
KARINA URTANS
BARBARA ANN UTZ
AUGUSTUS JOSEPH VACARO III
CHARLES ROBERT VACHRIS
JOHN HENRY VALLIN
MARK EDWARD VAN HORN
RICHARD JOHN VAN SCOY























ROBERT FRANKLIN WEBER, JR.
ELIZABETH ANNE WEHRLI

































































CHARLES EDWARD BRENKER II
JOSHUA A. BREWER

















RICHARD C. CHRISTIANA, JR.
ROY JOSEPH CIARLO
ROBERT ALLEN CLARK



















































































































FRANCIS MARTIN MCWEENEY III
LAURA MARY MEDON



































GEORGE EDWIN PULLEY, JR.













PETER EDWIN ROZIE, JR.












MARY JEAN COLUCCI, in Sociology
ELIZABETH B. CRUM, in Urban Studies
JUDITH ANNE FIFIELD, in Sociology
ALISON A. GROTTA, in Economics
MARIE E. JOHNSON, in Urban Studies
JOY L. KASMER, in Political Science














































JIMMIE DALE WOODS, JR.
WANDA KATHERINE WYAND
RICHARD CAMBURN YEAMES, JR.
TERESA MARY ZABIK
AGNES ANN ZAICEK
JOHN JAMES ZAZZARO III
DIANE M. ZIEMBA
With Distinction
JULIA R. MANNERS, in Communication Sciences
MARY SALLYANNE RYAN, in Communication Sciences
ROBERT T. SLoss III, in Communication Sciences
JAMES D. STOCKMAL, in Geography
MARY Jo J. WILCHYNSKI, in Economics
DAVID E. WINANS, in Sociology
PETER M. WITTEKIND, in Economics
Honors Scholars
ANDREW V. ATTON, in Biological Sciences
MARY TURNER BAKER, in Chemistry
SUSAN M. BANKOSKI, in Communica tion Sciences
EVE BARAKOS, in Urban Studies
DENNIS S. BARLOW, in Biophysics
NEIL S. BIRNBAUM, in Biological Sciences
STEPHEN J. BOWDREN, in History
KIP A. BRAILEY, in Political Science
FRANK J. CATALDO, in Mathematics/Actuarial Science
MICHAEL J. CAVAGNERO, in Physics
PATRICIA A. CERUZZI, in Sociology
KATHLEEN A. COFEK, in English
CATHERINE A. COLEMAN, in English
JOSEPH B. COLLINS, in Physics
LYNNE M. CONNORS, in English
PATRICIA L. CRONIN, in Chemistry
JEAN M. D'AQUILA, in Psychology
MARK S. DELVECCHIO, in Political Science
JOSEPH J. DENEGRE, in English
LORRAINE E. EGAN, in Communica tion Sciences
ALAN G. GIRELLI, in English
PATRICIA A. HANSEN, in Chemistry
PATRICIA L. HOPE, in Psychology
THOMAS F. KAIDEN, in Economics
BRIAN T. KEEFE, in Slavic and East European Studies
BRIAN E. KELLEHER, in Economics
MEGAN S. KOZELKA, in French
RAYMOND J. Lo, in Chemistry
DONALD M. MAZANOWSKI, in Biological Sciences
HELENE E. MIALE, in Journalism
IAN D. MOXLEY, in Physics
KYLE R. MURRAY, in Biological Sciences
MARY T. MURRAY, in Pharmacology
KEVIN F. NELLIGAN, in Political Science
NHUT MINH NGUYEN, in Chemistry
DIANNE O'HARA, in English
MARK W. OTTER, in Physics
CARLA M. POLCYN, in Biological Sciences
HERBERT W. REIHER, in Chemistry
THOMAS M. ROBERTS, in Physics
STUART O. ROSENBERG, in Biological Sciences
BONNIE A. SARNO, in History
SHARON A. SCANLON, in Biological Sciences
MICHAEL L. SIBARIUM, in Political Science
CINDY RYCHLING SPIELMAN, in Psychology
CHRISTOPHER R. STONE, in Political Science
STEVEN S.
 THALHEIMER, in Anthropology
POLLY ToWILL, in Psychology
JENIFER TYSZKA, in Chemistry
ROBERT F. WEBER, JR., in Political Science
MATTHEW H. WHITMAN, in Biological Sciences
CAROLINE S. WILKEL, in Biological Sciences
ARNOLD L. WITTSTEIN, in Biological Sciences
WANDA K. WYAND, in Biological Sciences
TERESA M. ZABIK, in Biological Sciences
DAVID S. ZELIGSON, in Psychology
Twenty-seven
University Scholars
ANDREW V. ATTON, Biological Sciences
SUSAN M. BANKOSKI, Communication Sciences
DENNIS S. BARLOW, Biophysics
STEPHEN J. BOWDREN, History
MICHAEL J. CAVAGNERO, Physics
PATRICIA L. CRONIN, Chemistry
BRIAN T. KEEFE, Slavic and East European Studies
SARAH C. LEVITAN, Mathematics
KYLE R. MURRAY, Biological Sciences
NHUT MINH NGUYEN, Chemistry
HERBERT W. REIHER, Chemistry
THOMAS M. ROBERTS, Physics
BONNIE A. SARNO, History
MICHAEL L. SIBARIUM, Political Science
MARY Jo J. WILCHYNSKI, Economics
CAROLINE S. WILKEL, Biological Sciences
WANDA K. WYAND, Biological Sciences

















































































































PAMELA J. STACY, in Nursing
Twenty-eight
THE SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
































BARRY M. LEVINE, in Pharmacy
JILL W. LEVY, in Pharmacy






























































JILL NICHOLSON, in Pharmacy
DAVID A. PALOSKI, in Pharmacy
STEVEN P. SMITH, in Pharmacy
University Scholars
STEVEN P. SMITH, Pharmacy
EXTENDED AND CONTINUING EDUCATION






































BOUBKER ABI SOUROUR, in Economics
NANCY JOAN ABOHATAB, in Education
BRINA MEDIN ABRAHAMS, in Education
NESTOR LUIS ACEVEDO, in Spanish
JEFFREY N. ADAMS, in Dramatic Arts
LINDA PRESSMAN AGRANOVITCH, in Education
LINDA SUSAN AKSAMIT, in Education
LISA ANN ALLEN, in Anthropology
RICARDO BUZELIN ALMEIDA, in Economics
ANN ELIZABETH AMBUHL-TRZASKO, in Education
ELISA I. ARCE, in Education
LEE MORGAN WILLIAM ASTIN, in German
EILEEN M. ATKINS, in Education
ANNMARIE BAGINSKI, in Education
BARBARA JOAN BAKER, in Education
LYNN ANN BAMPTON, in Communication Science:
Speech Pathology and Audiology
NICOLE JOSETTE BARRIER, in Education
SANDRA DARBY BARKER, in Education
LINDA ANN BARONCINI, in Education
DEBORAH HARVEY BARTON, in Education
LAURIE J. BATES, in Economics
KENNETH MICHAEL BEDINI, in Education
JOHN T. BENNETT, JR., in Education: Physical
DONALD SCOTT BERG, in Anthropology
NANCY ELLEN BESSER, in Education: Physical
CHARLES WALLACE BEST, in Education: Physical
BARBARA JEAN BLEJEWSKI, in Education
VALERIE CARROLL BLUME, in Education
DIANE BOENIG, in Education
ROBERTO BOLZONI, in Italian
KAREN VIRGINIA BOOTH, in Education
BARBARA ELIZABETH BORC11-I0RFINO, in Education
WILLIAM CYRUS BOSWORTH, in Economics
LAURA KATHLEEN BOUTILIER, in Education
JOANNE CARROLL BOWLING, in Dramatic Arts
PATRICIA ANNE BRAVO, in Education
LINDA SNOW BROWN, in Education
PAUL G. BROXTERMAN, in Education
KATHLEEN LIQUE BRYCE, in Education
WILLIAM POTTER BUICK, in Education
DEBORAH MCNEIL BURIAN, in Education
BARBARA P. BURKE, in Education
MARY JANE BUTLER, in Education
JOAN REZNER CANNAMELA, in Education
LISA ILENE CANTER, in Education
ELAINE JOSEPHINE CAPORIZZO, in Education
LINDA M. CAREY, in Communication Science:
Speech Pathology and Audiology
PATRICIA R. CAREY, in Design and Resource
Management
THERESA M. CARILLI, in Communication Science:
Communication
RONALD ALAN CARLE, in Education
JOANNE FOSTER CARLISLE, in Education
CAROL AGNES CARSON, in Education
MARIAN MACCARONE CASALINO, in Education
CHERYLE ANNE CASSIDY, in Education
DAWN P. CASTIGLIA, in History
SCOTr LINDSAY CHAFFEE, in Anthropology
DELIGHT EVA CHAMPAGNE, in Education
DONALD WILFRED CHARRON, in Anthropology
GARY HOWARD CHASSER, in Communication Science:
Speech Pathology and Audiology
JOSEPH ANTHONY CHECCHIO, in Education
JUDITH CONNICK CHICKLAS, in Education
Thirty
CATHERINE M. CHIN, in Education
PRISCILLA SUE CHMURA, in Education
PAULA BARRETT CHU, in Education
PATRICIA BURDICK CIRILLO, in Education
CHARLES WILLIAM CIVELLO, in Education: Physical
CAROLYN BLANCHE CLARK, in Education
CHERYL CATHERINE CLARK, in Education
DOROTHY ALICE CLARK, in Education
PETRA CELESTE CLARK, in History
PHILIP NEIL CLARK, in Economics
VANIA M. CLARK, in Education
KEVIN JEWETT COLE, in Education
MICHAEL STEVEN COLE, in History
JOHN MICHAEL COLTON, in Design and Resource
Management
LINDA MARIE CONDON, in Education
NANCY G. CONSOL, in Education
KATHLEEN BITNER COOK, in History
MARY JANE COOK, in Education
DAVID NICHOLAS CORATTI, in Education
LYNDA J. COTE, in Education
LEIGH CROMEY, in Education
MARGARET NOLAN CUNNANE, in Education
JANE HOOVER CURRIE, in Education
CATHERINE JEAN CYR, in Education
ROSEMARIE DAPENA, in Education
FLORENCE JANE DAVIES, in Education
LORI Jo DAVIS, in Linguistics
NANETTE RICER DAVIS, in Education
LESLEY G. DEADWYLER, in Comparative Literature
DENNIS WILSON DEAL, in Psychology
MONICA DE HAAN, in Education
DIANA CARON DELISA, in Communication Science:
Speech Pathology and Audiology
JoHN JOSEPH DELUCA, in Education: Physical
DAVID RALPH DELUCIA, in Education
SIGRUN MARIA DEMAN, in Education
WILLIAM MICHAEL DENZA, JR., in Music
PAMELA LYNN DESMARAIS, in Education
NANCY EILEEN DI MAURO, in Education
ROSEMARIE DION, in Education
WooDROW LEE DIXON, in English
EDWARD FRANK DODGE, in Education: Physical
ELIZABETH SUSAN DODGE, in Education
JAMES WILLIAM DONNELLY, in Communication Science:
Speech Pathology and Audiology
CAROL SUSAN DOWLING, in Education
DENNIS MICHAEL DOYLE, in Education: Physical
PATRICIA A. DRAGOLI, in Education
ROBERT EARL DUCHESNE, JR., in Education
ALAN JOHN DUMAINE, in Communication Science:
Speech Pathology and Audiology
NAN LEWIS DURIVAN, in Education
INGRID DZENIS, in Education
PRISCILLA MARY EMBRY, in Education
ELIZABETH MARIE EMMA, in Education
JULIA LEIS ENGLE, in Education
JOHN T. ENGLISH, in Communication Science:
Communication
LINDA DAY ENTIGAR, in Education
MARLENE MULLER ESTABROOKS, in Education
ANNE ELAINE EVANS, in French
VALERIE ROSE EYSTER-MATHER, in Education
ANNE CHAUV IN FARLEY, in Education
SHARON JUNE FIELD, in French
KATHLEEN A. FINZEN, in Education
DAVID FLANAGAN, in Education
LINDA ALLISON FONTAINE, in Education
HOLLY SOUTHMAYD FOSTER, in Education
DENISE ANN FOURNIER, in Communication Science:
Speech Pathology and Audiology
DAVID ALAN FOWLER, in Education
CARYN EILEEN Fox, in Human Development and Family
Relations
SUSAN BARBARA FRAMPTON, in Anthropology
SUSAN TOUCHETTE FRANCIS, in Education
WENDY CRESPI FRATTINI, in Economics
MARIE LYNETTA FREEMAN, in Education: Physical
DEBRA LYNNE FREUND-BOTHUR, in Education
JEFFREY ERIC FRIEDMAN, in History
COLETTE FUNTERAL, in Education
JANET MARIE FURMAN, in Education
CONSTANCE V. FURNISS, in Education
DIANA OLIMPIA ANN GALLETTA, in Education
MONICA A. GARDNER, in Education
ANN MARIE GAUTHIER, in Education
BARBARA L. GIBSON, in Music
NANCY MARIE GIBSON, in Education
MARGUERITE ANN GIGUERE-DAVIS, in History.
Certificate in Public History and Archival
Management
PATRICIA JANE GILL, in Education
HAROLD VERNON BRADFORD GILLIAM, in Communica-
tion Science: Communication
JANET LYNNE GILLMORE, in Psychology
HOWARD ALAN GISKIN, in Philosophy
WINONA V. GITTENS, in Education
ANDREW GOLDMAN, in History
DOUGLAS STEVEN GOLDSMITH, in Anthropology
DALE GENEVIEVE GOODWIN, in Education
EVA GORBANTS, in Education
CATHY JEAN GRANDER, in Education
LAURA MERIWETHER GRAVES, in Psychology
JON NICHOLAS GRAY, in Human Development and
Family Relations
WOODROW TREMONT GRAY, in Education
SHARON LEE GREASER, in Education
LAURA BUONOCORE GREEN, in Human Development and
Family Relations
CARL DAVID GROSS, in Communication Science: Speech
Pathology and Audiology
PETER JOSEPH GUARNACCIA, in Anthropology
REBECCA ALLEN GUILD, in History
BRIAN JOSEPH GULLA, in Education
WILLIE JAMES HAGAN, in Psychology
CHRISTINE JOAN HALL, in Education
MARYALICE DIGNAN HALLORAN, in Education
JOHN JOSEPH HAMMOND, in Sociology
BARBARA L. HANACZEWSKI, in Education
APRIL ANN KINNIE HANSEN, in Education
LINDA SUE HANSON, in Education: Physical
KATY J. HARRIGER, in Political Science
CLAIRE LOUISE HARRISON, in Psychology
PATRICK JOSEPH HAYES, in English
THOMAS PAUL HEBERT, in Education
JANET ELIZABETH HECK, in Linguistics
IRMA VENOSTA HEITER, in Education
BARBARA JEAN HELMS, in Education
JANET SCOTTO HELYER, in Education
NANCY BEITMAN HERTZOG, in Education
PATRICIA A. HEWITT, in Medieval Studies
CAROLYN ANN HIGHSMITH, in Education: Physical
COLLEEN JEAN HOAR, in Communication Science: Speech
Pathology and Audiology
CYNTHIA GREAVES HOFFMAN, in Education
CAROL R. HOUDE, in Psychology
RUTH MAKSVYTIS HOWE, in English
HAROLD JOSEPH HOY, in Economics
HOLLY LEE HUDSON, in Communication Science: Speech
Pathology and Audiology
WENDY JOY HUNTINGTON, in Education
MARY ANN BACKOFEN INSALACO, in Education
JANE ELLEN JAASKELA, in Education
CAROL ANN JANSSEN, in Education
PATRICIA JANE JEPSON, in Education
BARBARA LOUISE JOHNSON, in Education
DOUGLAS ADAMS JOHNSON, in Education
SISTER BARBARA ANN JOHNSON, F.S.E., in Human
Development and Family Relations
SUZANNE THALER JOHNSON, in Education
BARRI LYNN JONES, in Education
NIEBA CAROLYN JONES, in Linguistics
BRENDA LUCILLE JORGENSEN, in Education
JANET S. JUKKOLA, in Education
KARLA M. JULIAN, in Education
DAVID M. KALIVAS, in History
PETER THOMAS KAMIDE, in Education: Physical
CATHERINE MARIE KAPA, in Education
DEBBIE ADLER KAPROVE, in Education
SURYA LAL KARMACHARYA, in Education
SALLY Joan KING, in Education
RUTH MARIE KIRKWOOD, in Education
CHRISTINE SUE KLIMKO, in Education
CHARLES ARTHUR KNIFFEN, in Philosophy
LINDA C. KOERNER, in Education
DAVID NEIL KOHN, in Education
ALEKSANDAR DIORDJE KOSTIĆ, in Psychology
BEVERLY ANN KOZAK, in Education
LLOYD LESLIE KOZAK, in Education
CLAIRE HAGGIS KRIEGER, in Education
KAREN LYNN KRINJAK, in Education
ERIKS ANDRIS KUDLIS, in Education
EDWARD LAWRENCE KUNZINGER Ill, in Psychology
MICHAEL I. LAH III, in Psychology
JEAN ANN LAINCZ, in Education
DANIEL FRANCIS LANDERS, in Political Science
PATRICIA ADELA LANGER, in Education
ANN LARSON, in Education
DEBORAH LYNN LAWRENCE, in Education
BARBARA ANN BROWN LAZUR, in Education
JAMES LEE JR in Education: Physical
STAR CHRISTINE LEONARD-FLECKMAN, in Communica-
tion Science: Speech Pathology and Audiology
KATHLEEN SYNNOTT LEWIS, in Education
CHARLENE RUTH LIBBY, in Education
DAWN MARIE LINDSEY, in Education
KAREN PARIZO LOISELLE, in Education
JEFFREY IRA Losow, in Communication Science:
Communication
BARBARA JOHNSON Low, in Education
JOANNE SMUDA LOWNEY, in Education
DALE CANNON MACQUEEN, in Education
MARY LOUISA MAGEE, in Communication Science:
Speech Pathology and Audiology
CATHERINE GRACE MAHER, in Education
MAUREEN ELIZABETH MAIO, in Communication Science:
Speech Pathology and Audiology
KOMAL BADAN MALLA, in Education
CYNTHIA BROOKE MALONE, in Education
BARBARA C. MALVINNI, in Education
MARIA PAOLA FRANCESCA MANGINI, in Spanish
MAURY RHETT MARCH, in Education
Thirty-one
DONNA MARIE MARCHESI, in Education: Physical
ROSE MARIE MARTELLO, in Education
WILLIAM HENRY MARTENS, in Human Development and
Family Relations
MELINDA ANN MATZEN, in Education
SR. DARLEEN VIRGINIA MAYO, in Education
JOHN KEVIN MCCARTHY, in Communication Science:
Communication
CAROLYN HELEN MCDEW, in Sociology
ELIZABETH C. H. MCGLYNN, in Education
SARAH ANN MCGRAW, in Anthropology
MARY SLADE MCKINLEY, in Education
ANNE C. MCKINNEY, in Education
JAMES THOMAS MCLAREN, in English
VICKY D. MCLEAN, in Education
HELEN B. MCNAIR, in Education
KEVIN MICHAEL MCNAMARA, in Communication
Science: Speech Pathology and Audiology
RICHARD DAVID MENZEL, in Education
JACALA KA MILLS, in Education
DIANA J. MITCHELL, in Education
SHARON ANN MOHYDE, in Education
LEA ELLEN MOMPARLER, in Communication Science:
Speech Pathology and Audiology
EDWARD FRANK MOORE, in Education
ROBERT EDMOND MOORE, in Education
SHARON ANNE MORELLI, in Education
KATHLEEN T. MORIARTY, in Education: Physical
EDWIN J. MORRIS, in Education
KAREN F. MUCCINO, in Education
JOHN HENRY MUELLER, in History
MERRY LOUISE MURDOCK, in Education
LYDIA B. MYERS, in Education
ROBERT CHARLES NASH, in Political Science
DONNA L. NICHOLSON, in Education: Physical
ANN FELICE NIEMITZ, in Communication Science:
Speech Pathology and Audiology
MAUREEN MURTAGH O'BRIEN, in Education
DAVID EDWARD O'CONNOR, in Education
MICHAEL JOSEPH O'HARA, in Anthropology
CYNTHIA M. OKOLO, in Education
FATIMA BAYMA OLIVEIRA, in Political Science
ZUBAIRU OMENESA, in Education
CONSTANCE LOUISE OTRADOVEC, in Psychology
BEVERLY ANN PAGE, in Education
KAREN YVONNE PALASEK, in Economics
MARY LUNEBURG PALIWODA, in Education
FELIPE N. PANTOJA, JR., in Education
ANTHONY WILLIAM PAOLITTO, JR., in Education
DANIEL PAUL PARKS, in History
EMANUEL N. PATERAKIS, in Economics
JOANNE CLYNE PATTISON, in Education: Physical
DONALD A. PEACH, in English
DIANNE PERREYCLEAR, in Education
GEETA PFAU, in Education
KENNETH ARTHUR PHAIAH, in Education
MARK ALAN PHILIPPE, in Education
PATRICIA ELEANOR PHILLIPS, in Education
THAIS JOHNSON PIANO, in Education
BRANT LAW POPE, in Dramatic Arts
NORMA BAILEY POSOCCO, in Education
SHIRLEY BAZINET PRELESKI, in Education
CAROLE JEAN PRESCOTT, in Education
MARIA QUEZADA, in Education
ELIZABETH A. QUINN, in Education
JAMES FRANCIS QUINN, in Dramatic Arts
THOMAS JAMES RAMEAKA, in Education
ELIZABETH MARGARET RAUSCH, in Economics
DEV RAJ REGMI, in Education
BLANCA REYES, in Education: Physical
HARVEY LEON RICARD, in Dramatic Arts
PERSIS CYNTHIA RICKES, in Education
CARLTON SMITH ROBERTS, in Dramatic Arts
MARK PETER ROBINSON, in Education
ROBERT THOMAS ROCHE, in English
STEVEN ANDREW ROE, in Human Development and
Family Relations
HUGH MUIR ROGERS, in Education
SUSAN ELAINE ROSEFF, in Education
SUSAN HELEN ROVINSKI, in Communication Science:
Communication
LESLEY CAROL ROWE, in French
MICHAEL PAUL RUBASHKIN, in Education
GLENDA GAIL RUDDY, in Education
LAURIE RYAN RYSK, in Education
STEVEN I. SAFIER, in Psychology
ELAINE ANN SARGENT, in Education
LARAINE MARY SASSO, in Communication Science:
Speech Pathology and Audiology
H. J. SAUNDERS, in Education: Physical
LYNN DIANE SAVASTA, in Communication Science:
Speech Pathology and Audiology
ELISE FAITH SAWTELLE, in Education
DEVON CATHLEEN SAWYER, in Education
JOHN FRANCIS SCANLON, in Education
SUSAN CAROL SCHAEFFER, in Education
BIBE SCHNITZER, in Education
LYNNE PATRICIA SCHORR, in Education
CAROLYN A. SCHULMEISTER, in Psychology
RACHEL MAE SCHWARTZ, in Education
LEE FRANKLIN SCHWENINGER, in English
CLAUDIA PIEKOS SCOTT, in Education
JAMES PETER SEAHA, in Education
BARRY WILLIAM SEAVER, in History
ROBIN LEIGH SELAVKA, in Education
ALBERT HENRY SHAPIRO, in Economics
DEIRDRE J. SHAW, in Education
LAUREN ELIZABETH SHAW, in Spanish
DENNIS MICHAEL SHEA, in Education
NANCY GAUTHIER SHEEHAN, in Education
BARRY DAVID SHERIFF, in Education
ANNE-MARIE O'BANNON SHIVERS, in Education
TEJ BAHADUR SHRESTA, in Education
PAUL ROBERT SIMISON, in Communication Science:
Speech Pathology and Audiology
MARILYN DUNLAP SIROIS, in Education
DEBORAH LEE SLIVINSKY, in Dramatic Arts
ALAN MARK SLOBODIEN, in Education
JEAN STATKIEWICZ SLOBODZIAN, in Education
AUGUSTUS CHARLES SMALL, in Education
ANNE MARIE SMITH, in Education
GAIL LINNELL SMITH, in History
JOSEPH F. X. SMITH, in Human Development and Family
Relations
SHERYL ANNE SMITH, in Psychology
SUSAN I. SNEEDEN-HAAS, in History
DEBRA NATALIE TURBÉ SOKOLOWSKI, in Education
ANTHONY JOSEPH SOMMO, in Sociology
ARMANDO ALBERTO SOSA, in Philosophy
JERALD JOEL SOTO, in Communication Science:
Speech Pathology and Audiology
MARY GUILLETTE SOULSBY, in Anthropology
EVELYN BERNADETTE SPODNIK, in Education
PATRICIA ANN STANTON, in Medieval Studies
SUSANNA T. STIEFEL, in Linguistics
JUDITH SHENKMAN STOCKTON, in Education
Thirty-two
WILLIAM MARK STUART, in Education: Physical
ELIZABETH A. SULLIVAN, in Education: Physical
JAMES MICHAEL SULLIVAN, in
 Education: Physical
KATHLEEN CLARE TALMADGE, in Education
SUSAN TALMADGE, in Education
BARBARA A. TARACKA, in Education
STELLA TARZIA, in Education
CHRISTINA MARIA TEKINER, in English
SCOTT RAYMOND TINTI, in Education
MERYL TISCHLER, in
 Education: Physical
JANET KATHLEEN TITCHENER, in
 Psychology
DIANE MORSE TROUTMAN, in Education
BARBARA ANN UPTON, in Communication Science:
Speech Pathology and Audiology
ELIZABETH EKAETE UTUK, in Education
STEVEN STAVROS VALENTI, in Psychology
IZILDA MARIA VIEIRA, in Education
MARY A. VINCI, in Education
RICHARD RONALD VIOLETTE, in Education
NANCY NICKERSON VIVEIROS, in Dramatic Arts
Jo-ANN WAlDE, in Communication Science:
Communication
MARY VIRGINIA WALSH, in Sociology
HAI-IN SUSAN WANG, in Education
ROBERT RICHARDSON WEAVER, in Sociology
CELIA ANN WEBSTER, in English
LYNNE PATROS WEEKS, in Education
MARGARET RITA WEEKS, in Anthropology
MARY ELLEN WELCH, in Education
DEBRA J. WESTVANG, in Human Development and Family
Relations
MICHAEL WHITE, in History
MICHAEL DAVID WILCOMB, in
 Philosophy
GLENN CASTLE WILHIDE III, in Education: Physical
DONNA WINDHEIM, in Education
PAMELA BRACKETT WITHEE, in Education
LOIS G. WOJCOSKI, in Education
SCOTT FREDERIC WOLFE, in Education
KAREN BETH WOOL'S, in Education
Ross ALLAN WORLEY, in Education
WEI-PING WU, in Economics
SARAH PETRUS YARWOOD, in Education
LAWRENCE D. YOUNG, in Dramatic Arts
JOAN KAREN ZAREMBA, in Education
KATHERINE ANNE ZARTUN, in Education
BEVERLY BISHOP ZURELL, in
 Education
Thirty-three





























RALPH L. BRADLEY II






















































































MYLES WILLIAM GLYNN, JR.


















































































































ROBERT EARL MUIR, JR.
MARY M. MUKHTARIAN
THOMAS NEVILLE MUNSELL





















































































































































MASTER OF DENTAL SCIENCE
BAMIDURO R. QGUNTEBI
ROBERT STEARNS QUINN
MASTER OF FINE ARTS
CATHY ANDERSON, in Dramatic Arts
THOMAS MICHAEL CARIELLO, in Dramatic Arts
KAREN M. LARSEN, in Dramatic Arts
SUSAN LEWIS MCINTYRE, in Dramatic Arts
ED MENTA, in Dramatic Arts
JOHN W. PARMELEE, in Dramatic Arts
JAMES R. POHL, in Dramatic Arts
ARTHUR STOWELL RIDLEY, in Dramatic Arts
JULIANN WOLFARTH, in Dramatic Arts
MASTER OF MUSIC







MASTER OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS
ZENON MYRON CZEPIZAK
NANCY ESTELLE DRAGALIN


















ENRICO ALIOTTI, JR., in Chemical Engineering
ELLEN MARIA AMBELAS, in Pharmaceutical Science
REDA ANWAR AMMAR, in Computer Science
ROBERT ARTHUR ANDREN, in Mechanical Engineering
JOHN ANDREW ANDRESAKIS, in Chemical Engineering
LAWRENCE JOSEPH BARBIERI, in Biological Engineering
MARY JANE BARTHOLOMEW, in Geology
DANIEL DAVIS BERCHENBRITER, in Mechanical
Engineering
LINDA MARIE BIBEAU, in Pathobiology
CLIFFORD RUDOLPH BIENKO, in Plant Science: Plant and
Soil Sciences
KAILASH BIRMIWAL, in Electrical Engineering:
Control and Communication Systems
ROY MATTHEW BOBOWICK, in Metallurgy
PETER STEPHEN BOWE, in Pathobiology
MICHAEL THOMAS Boyce, in Mechanical Engineering
NANCY ANNE BROUILLET, in Animal Industries
STANLEY LAWRENCE BROWN, in Animal Industries
GERALD JOSEPH BUONOPANE, in Nutritional Science
CHING-SHENG BuU, in Chemical Engineering
DONALD ASHLEY BYRD, in Physics
ROBERT MICHAEL CAHOON, in Aerospace Engineering
STEPHEN GERARD CAMPANO, in Animal Industries
THOMAS WILLIAM CAMPBELL, in Chemical Engineering
STUART BARRY CARLISLE, in Microbiology
ANN CASAGRANDE, in Community Health
CAROL ANN CHAMBERS, in Biological Engineering
CHERYL L. CHAMPY-WELCH, in Physiology
TIMOTHY SHEA CHARLEBOIS, in Cell Biology
CHENG-HWEI CHIU, in Geology
VICTOR CIvIE, in Electrical Engineering:
Electromagnetics and Physical Electronics
REBECCA ANN CLAYTON, in Entomology
CATHERINE ANN COLLINS, in Nursing
RODNEY WARREN COMPANION, in Nursing
WILLIAM J. COOK, in Microbiology
LOMA MULHOLLAND CORCORAN, in Nursing
DONALD J. CRISCIONE, in Computer Science
BAHEREH DABIRAN, in Computer Science
CAROLYN MANNING DALTON, in Nutritional Science
STEPHEN BUSHNELL DANIELS, in Genetics
CYNTHIA GRAY DARE, in Nursing
BRUCE M. DECKER, in Biological Engineering
BERNADETTE DIA, in Agricultural Economics
DEBORAH J. DILLON, in Nursing
ENRICO DI MAMBRO, in Cell Biology
ROBERT MICHAEL DISILvIO, in Biochemistry
FRED C. DOBBS, in Zoology
BETTY KAY DOMER, in Mathematics
DEBORAH SOUZA DONOHOE, in Plant Science: Plant and
Soil Sciences
RAYMOND JOHN DOUBLEDAY, in Computer Science
GARY F. DOYLE, in Physics
JAMES WILLIAM DUNION, in Mathematics
STEPHEN MARK DWYER, in Chemical Engineering
MARY ANN ELDRED, in Nursing
JEFFREY ALLAN EMOND, in Chemistry
MAGDALENE NKONGHO ENOH, in Chemistry
BARBARA J. ERNISSE, in Biochemistry
JOHN NICHOLAS FAKIS, in Mechanical Engineering
OLIMPIA FEDERICO, in Chemical Engineering
MARGARET EILEEN FERRIS, in Nutritional Science
MARK BUTLER FEY, in Nutritional Science: Nutritional
Science and Biochemistry
CAROLINE JANE FLANNERY, in Nursing
SUSAN CAROL FONTAINE, in Computer Science
JAMES STEPHEN FRAHER, in Agricultural Economics
ALFRED JOSEPH FRANCIS, in Chemical Engineering
ERICA ELIZABETH FRANK, in Biobehavioral Science
DAVID JOSEPH FUTOMA, in Chemistry
WAYNE ROBERT GAHWILLER, in Metallurgy
RICHARD BRADLEY GAINES, in Chemistry
STEPHEN MICHAEL GARDNER, in Physics
STEVEN BART GAROFALO, in Civil Engineering
THOMAS JOHN GAROSSHEN, in Metallurgy
SWAPAN KUMAR GAYEN, in Physics
LEONIDAS GEORGIADIS, in Electrical Engineering:
Control and Communication Systems
LESLIE GERHARD, in Nutritional Science
CHRISTOPHER R. G ILL, in Biochemistry
GARY ARTHUR GILL, in Oceanography
WAYNE M. GINEO, in Agricultural Economics
FRANCIS JOSEPH GIOVANNINI, in Mechanical Engineering
THEODORE GIRSHICK, in Pathobiology
MICHAEL EDWARD GOLDMAN, in Agricultural Economics
RONALD BRUCE GOODSPEED, in Community Health
ROY MYRON GREENGRASS, in Biological Engineering
HERMAN EUGENE GRIFFIN, in Pathobiology
DAVID BRUCE GROMAN, in Pathobiology
CHIA-YAU HAN, in Computer Science
CAROL JOAN HANZL, in Nutritional Science
DANIEL JUDE HARRISON, in Materials Science
DIANE LOUISE HARTLEY, in Nutritional Science
JAMES RICHARD HAWKINS , in Chemical Engineering
DONNA MARIE HILLS, in Nursing
PAUL ROLAND HOLIDAY, in Metallurgy
ELI HORN, in Chemical Engineering
CAROLE J. HOWE, in Nursing
PHILIP ARTHUR HOYT, JR., in Physiology
FLORENCE JANE HUGGINS, in Pharmaceutical Science
SUZANNE SCANLON HUGHES, in Nursing
KENNETH ERICH HUNDRIESER, in Nutritional Science:
Nutritional Science and Biochemistry
WILLIAM ALAN HYATT, in Renewable Natural Resources
Conservation
DOLORES TAYLOR INKPEN, in Nursing
DAVID ALABI JAIYEOBA, in Nursing
RAMESH S. KADALBAL, in Metallurgy
MARGARET ANN KAHN, in Community Health
MILAD RAAD KALACHE, in Mechanical Engineering
DOROTHY ANN KAMINSKI, in Medical Technology
Rex CHIMA KANU, in Chemical Engineering
JOHN FRANCIS KAPINOS, in Mechanical Engineering
ELLEN MCDONNELL KAPLAN, in Nursing
LINDA A. KASZCZUK, in Materials Science
TAE MOON KIM, in Civil Engineering
STEVEN LEONARD KIRSHENBAUM, in Materials Science
SARAH ELIZABETH KNAPP, in Agricultural Economics
Jo ANN KNIGHT, in Nursing
HELENA GAIK-NEO KOAY, in Computer Science
PATRICIA L. KOPP, in Nutritional Science
STANLEY JOHN KOSTKA, JR., in Plant Science: Plant and
Soil Sciences
RICHARD JOSEPH KRAJEWSKI, in Nursing
STEVEN M. KRAMER, in Computer Science
MARY ANGELIA KRENCESKI, in Materials Science
MOHAN KURUP, in Metallurgy
LISA GAYE LAMBERT, in Nutritional Science
DIANNE ELIZABETH LANE, in Nursing
RICHARD EVERETT LARSON, in Chemistry
DANIEL ALFRED LASS, in Agricultural Economics
Thirty-seven
RICHARD THOMAS LEROY, JR., in Computer Science
CARLOS ARTURO LEZAMA, in Electrical Engineering
ALAN DURFEE LIBBY, in Renewable Natural Resources
Conservation
IVANA TOBIAS LILLIOS, in Nutritional Science
CHUN -HUAI LIN, in Chemistry
RICHARD GLEN LUTZ, in Animal Industries
LAUREN ANNE LYONS, in Botany
JOSEPH PATRICK MADDEN, in Mechanical Engineering
FRANK CARL MAGNOTTA, in Civil Engineering
MARGARET THERESA MALONEY, in Nursing
DOUGLAS ALAN MARCHUK, in Microbiology
ROBERT H. MARION, in Geology
JAMES WARNER MARSHALL, JR., in Physiology
STEPHEN JAMES MARTIN, in Physics
GARY ALBERT MASON, in Electrical Engineering
LoUANNE MCDONALD, in Microbiology
EILEEN MARIE MCNEELY, in Nursing
KEVIN EDWARD MCVEIGH, in Chemical Engineering
BRENDA MCNAMARA MILLETTE, in Nursing
MAURICE MINARDI, in Mechanical Engineering
$AIMA CATHERINE MINICHIELLO, in Nursing
ERIC MARC MISHKIN, in Zoology
CHRISTINE URSULA MODZELEWSKI, in Electrical
Engineering
LESTER MOK, in Physiology
ALBERT MOLINA, in Chemical Engineering
KEVIN SCOTT MORRIS, in Computer Science
MICHAEL STEVEN MUNTNER, in Metallurgy
MEDHAT MAHMOUD MOUSTAFA, in Mechanical
Engineering
MARY MURTHA, in Computer Science
THOMAS ANDREW NYQUIST, in Mechanical Engineering
VICTOR ODRYNA, in Computer Science
DOROTHY VALIN OSGOOD, in Nursing
GEORGE GENE PALMISCIANO, in Civil Engineering
ERIKA JOHANNA PAOLINO, in Plant Science: Plant and
Soil Sciences
JAE MYUNG PARK, in Chemical Engineering
THOMAS FRANK PARK, JR., in Animal Industries
KYRIAKI PARODOS, in Genetics
MICHAEL JOHN PAllANI, in Computer Science
THOMAS WALTER PIETRAS, in Renewable Natural
Resources Conservation
TIMOTHY H. K. PLATT, in Biobehavioral Science
EDWARD THOMAS PRENETA, in Community Health
ELAINE MARIE YONGCO QUIÑGA, in Chemistry
LEOPOLD RIOS CASTRO, in Chemical Engineering
PAUL RAYMOND ROBERTS, in Plant Science: Plant and
Soil Sciences
DELORIS DIAN ROBINSON, in Nursing
GALE INGRAM RYDEL, in Nursing
ANDREA MARGARET SARNIK, in Physics
LAURA P. SAROKIN, in Genetics
RACHEL FREDETTE SCHIFFMAN, in Nursing
SUSAN ELIZABETH SCHNARE, in Plant Science: Plant and
Soil Sciences
DANIEL SHAW, in Chemical Engineering
KAMLESH JASWANTLAL SHETH, in Materials Science
RONALD LEON SHIPPEE, in Nutritional Science
VALENTINA SHKOLNIK, in Mechanical Engineering
JILL SYDNEY SCHNEIDER, in Plant Science: Plant and Soil
Sciences
NANCY E. SHUSTER, in Community Health
BARBARA JOYCE SIBBLIS, in Nursing
RAYMOND JOSEPH SIMEONE, in Mechanical Eng ineering
ROBERT WORDEN SIMMONS III, in Nutritional Science
KATHLEEN ANN SMITH, in Nursing
RAJESH HARINARAYAN SOMANI, in Chemical Engineering
ERIC P. SOULSBY, in Electrical Engineering: Control and
Communication Systems
MARY LYNN SPADA, in Statistics
GREGORY KARL STAMM, in Plant Science: Plant and Soil
Sciences
FRANCES A. STOUT, in Nutritional Science
JY -HONG JEROME SU, in Computer Science
EDITH GAY SUDARSKY, in Community Health
JANET RUTH SULLIVAN, in Botany
RICHARD MICHAEL SZEWCZAK, in Civil Engineering
MICHAEL GEORGE TEDFORD, in Biological Engineering
DORIS B. TOPA, in Nursing
PHILIP EDWARD TOUSSAINT, in Plant Science: Plant and
Soil Sciences
SARAH CHAPMAN TREMAINE, in Zoology
PATRICIA ANN TREPANIER-VAILLANCOURT, in
Pathobiology
SALLY ANN TROUSDELL, in Mechanical Engineering
RUTH SIMONS UNGAR, in Computer Science
JAMES JOHN VALENTINE, in Pathobiology
ROBERT MANUEL VERANES, in Entomology
LUIS VERGARA-EDWARDS, in Chemical Engineering
PHILIP VOZZOLA, in Mechanical Engineering
DAVID DICKMAN WAGNER, in Ocean Engineering
STEVEN FALKO WAYNE, in Materials Science
WARREN JOEL WENK, in Geophysics
PHOEBE FARROW WESTWOOD, in Nursing
SANDRA ANN WHELAN, in Biochemistry
DEBORAH ANN WHITEHEAD, in Biochemistry
DARLEEN VETTER WIEDENHEFT, in Nursing
JEFFERSON MOHANDAS WILLEY, in Electrical Engineering
JOHN DAMIAN WOODHOUSE, in Physics
STEPHEN BRAYTON WOOLLEY, in Physiology
MAN-LI WANG WU, in Chemistry
MARTIN JACK YELLIN, in Geology
STEVEN MICHAEL YELLON, in Biobehavioral Science
LORRAINE YURKEWICZ, in Biobehavioral Science
STANLEY JAMES ZAREMBA, JR., in Animal Industries
ANDREW BERNARD ZILLER, in Biochemistry
KAREN ANN ZIOLKOWSKI, in Chemical Engineering
MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK
































































































































































































RONALD LEON ST. JAMES
PETER STRIMER
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DAVID T. KAI JENG CHIN







ROBERT V. D'ANGELO, JR.
SHERRY C. DEANE
JOHN THOMAS DILLON, JR.
SAMUEL EDGAR DIXON, JR.
SUSAN ELIZABETH DIXON














































REUBEN MALLORY LATTIMORE, JR.
JOHN L. LAUDATI


































THEODORE NICHOLAS PHILLIPS II
JOHN P. PREYSNER, JR.
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ALPHONSO EUGENE TINDALL, JR.
HELLE STUELAND TONDRO
BRUCE ALLAN TONKONOW
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ISABELLE AGWALEDO ADJAERO, in Mathematics
Doctoral Dissertation: Uniqueness of the Coefficient Ring and Related Problems in Group Rings
JOHN JOSEPH ALFANO, in Environment Engineering
Doctoral Dissertation: A Two-Layer Ground Hydrology Model Interactive with an Atmo-
spheric General Circulation Model
JANE FRANK ALLINSON, in Medieval Studies: English
Doctoral Dissertation: The Fabliau in Medieval England
NILDA CELIA BÁEZ ALMODÓVAR, in Education: Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: Regionalism in Puerto Rico: A Study of Executive Professional Leadership
and Professional Orientation in Seven Regional Offices of Education
MARY BETH GODFROY ANDERSON, in Education: Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of the Differences among Perceived Need Deficiencies, Perceived
Burnout, and Select Background Variables for Classroom Teachers
EDWARD JOSEPH ANTAL, in Pharmaceutical Science: Pharmaceutics
Doctoral Dissertation: Metabolic Clearance of Theophylline and Desipramine in the Elderly
RICHARD ARIMOTO, in Zoology
Doctoral Dissertation: The Use of Mussels for Monitoring Polychlorinated Biphenyl Concen-
trations and Environmental Stresses
HELEN ARPINÉ BAGHDOYAN, in Biobehavioral Science: Neuropsychopharmacology
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effects of Cadaverine and Monoacylcadaverines on the Sleep-Wake
Cyle of the Mouse
ELIZABETH JULIET BAKER, in Psychology: Clinical
Doctoral Dissertation: Temperament and Child-Rearing Correlates of Two-Year-Olds'
Reactions to Strangers
MARY Lou BARGNEsI, in Education: Secondary
Doctoral Dissertation: Attitudes of Superintendents and Board Members in Connecticut toward
the Employment and Effectiveness of Women as Public School Administrators: A Replication
Study
PATRICIA THOMAS BECKER, in Biobehavioral Science: Developmental Psychobiology
Doctoral Dissertation: A Naturalistic Study of the Sleeping and Waking States during the
Early Weeks of Life
PETER BEHUNIAK, JR., in Education: Evaluation and Measurement
Doctoral Dissertation: An Investigation of Standard Setting Methods for Objective-Referenced
Proficiency Tests
CHRISTINE VARY BENEDICT, in Microbiology
Doctoral Dissertation: Degradation of Polycaprolactones by Selected Microorganisms
BRIAN C. BENICEWICZ, in Chemistry: Polymer
Doctoral Dissertation: Synthesis and Characterization of Liquid Crystalline Enamine-Ketones
MARLENE ALLYSON BEvAN, in Communication Science: Speech Pathology and Audiology
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effects of Hearing Aids on Interpersonal Perceptions: Credibility,
Employability, and Interpersonal Attraction
BENITA ANN BLACLIMAN, in Education: Special
Doctoral Disser tation: The Relationship of Selected Language Measures and the McCarthy Scales
to Kindergarten and First-Grade Reading Achievement
ALAN BERNARD BOOKMAN, in Education: Special
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effects of Preparation for Tests on Standardized Mathematics
Achievement Test Growth
Forty-three
STEVEN P. W. BORNSTEIN, in Communication Science: Speech Pathology and Audiology
Doctoral Dissertation: The Relationship of Smoothness of Frequency Response and High
Frequency Range to Speech Intelligibility in Noise and Loudness Discomfort Level
ROBERT BEECHER Bossoct, in Physics: Solid-State
Doctoral Dissertation: Electron Spin Resonance Investigation of Impurity Associated Centers
in Tetragonal Ge02
STEVEN SCOTT BRADDON, in Psychology: General Experimental
Doctoral Dissertation:: The Roles of Participation and Observation in the Perceiving and Remem-
bering of Figural-Symbolic Events
HELEN LEWIS BROOKS, in Education: Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: Similarities and Differences among Secondary School Women Admin-
istrators and Selected Other Educators
SALLY ANNE BROWN, in Biobehavioral Science: Endocrinology and Reproductive Physiology
Doctoral Dissertation: Statistical Evaluation of the Endocrinology Associated with Pituitary
Tumors, Amenorrhea and Galactorrhea
W. SCOTT BROWN, in Education: Secondary
Doctoral Dissertation: Principles Governing High School Teacher Academic Freedom when
Directing the Study of Controversial Issues
MICHAEL FRANCIS BUCKLEY, in Education: Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: The Relationship of Philosophical Orientation, Participation in Decision
Making, and Degree of Fulfillment of Expectations about Participation in Decision Making
to Elementary School Teacher Attitudes toward Leaders, Leader-Teacher Interaction, and
Membership in the Organization
KATHLEEN ANN BUTLER, in Education: Secondary
Doctoral Dissertation: A Phenomenological Study of Administrator and Staff Development
Coordinator Perceptions about Inservice Education at the Secondary Level
DAVID UDELL BYRNE, in Psychology: Social
Doctoral Dissertation: Perceived Success-Failure and Learned Helplessness
JOSEPH PETER CHANDLER, in Pathobiology: Virology
Doctoral Dissertation: Canine Transmissible Venereal Sarcoma: Identification and Functional
Characterization of Lymphocytes from Peripheral Blood, Draining Lymph Nodes, and
Tumor and Different Stages of Growth
DANA CHRISTENSEN, in Psychology: Personality
Doctoral Dissertation: Decoding of Intended versus Unintended Nonverbal Messages as a
Function of Social Skill and Anxiety
RHOBY JOSEPH CONANT, in Applied Mechanics
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effects of Sliding Friction on the Stresses and Deformations of an
Elastic, Solid, Right Circular Cylinder Pressed against a Rough Rigid Surface
SANDRA COOKSON, in English
Doctoral Dissertation: "All Has Been Translated into Treasure": The Art of Louise Bogan
HENRY PETER ALBINO CORDERO, in Education: Special
Doctoral Dissertation: An Investigation of the Effects of Bilingual and Non-Bilingual School
Programs on Pupil Adjustment
ANGEL ALICEA COSME, in Education: Educational Psychology
Doctoral Dissertation: A Consensual Design of Decentralization Use of Information System
MARTHA JOY COUTINHO, in Education: Special
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of the Relationship between Reading Achievement Measured in
Grades Three, Four, and Five and Behavior Disorders at the Secondary Level
Forty-four
ROBERT JAMES CRAIG, in Zoology
Doctoral Dissertation: Comparative Ecology of the Louisiana and Northern Waterthrushes
SIGFREDO QUIÑONES -CRESPO, in Education: Instructional Media and Technology
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of the Media Function as Perceived by Media Specialists,
Classroom Teachers, and School Principals in Puerto Rico
Louts A. CRETELLA, JR., in History: Modern European
Doctoral Dissertation: Italo-British Relations in the Eastern Mediterranean, 1919-1923: The
View from Rome
JAMES A. CROSS, JR., in Education: Special
Doctoral Dissertation: Learning Styles of Artistically Talented High School Students
MICHAEL CHRISTOPHER CROSSIN, in Biophysics
Doctoral Dissertation: Reassessment of Methods for the Quantitative Analysis of Interacting
Macromolecular Systems
JANICE ANN DAVIDowIcz, in Psychology: Clinical
Doctoral Dissertation: Prediction of Involvement and Improvement in Treatment in a Day
Hospital Setting
WALTER EDWIN DAVIS, in Education: Physical
Doctoral Dissertation: A Vibratory System Analysis of Motor Control in Selected Down
Syndrome Subjects
JAMES ROBERT DELISLE, in Education: Special
Doctoral Dissertation: The Revolving Door Model of Identification and Programming for the
Academically Gifted: The Correlates of Creative Production
SANTOS ECHEVARRÍA DE PEREZ, in Education: Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of Inservice Training Needs of Teachers as Perceived by Teachers
and Principals of the Elementary Schools of Puerto Rico
FELICITA ECHEVARRÍA DE RODRIGUEZ, in Education: Supervision and Curriculum Development
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of the Relationship between Dogmatism and Personal Variables
with Perceived Obstacles to Curriculum Change by Secondary School Teachers of Puerto
Rico
LOUIS FRANKLIN DI MAURO, in Chemistry
Doctoral Dissertation: Optically Detected Magnetic Resonance of Monofluorinated Benzyl
Radicals in an Agron Matrix
DIANA SALEH DOAKE, in Education: Elementary
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effects of Meaningful Learning Adjunct Questions on Learning and
Remembering from Written Material
WARREN E. DOYLE, JR., in Education: Professional Higher Education Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: An Outdoor-Challenge Experience and the Affective Development of
College Students
SISTER BARBARA DRESSELL, in Spanish
Doctoral Dissertation: Man's Need for Solidarity as a Basis of the Short Story of Miguel Delibes
B. DORIS DUBUC, in French
Doctoral Dissertation: Etude critique et édition partielle du Chemin de Vaillance de Jean de
Courcy d'après le manuscrit B.M. Royal 14 E. Il
EDWARD PAUL DUGAN, in Agronomy
Doctoral Dissertation: Production and Partial Purification of Three Lytic Enzymes from an
Arthrobacter sp. Lysing Cells of Fusarium roseum
IDRIS SALIM EL HASSAN, in Anthropology
Doctoral Dissertation: On Ideology: The Case of Religion in Northern Sudan
Forty-five
THEODORE GERARD FATICONI, in Mathematics
Doctoral Dissertation: When Quasi-projective Implies Projective
LAURIE BETH FELDMAN, in Psychology: General Experimental
Doctoral Dissertation: Visual Word Recognition in Serbo-Croatian is Primarily Phonological
MICHAEL H. FERRY, in Education: Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: An Analysis of Budget Criteria, Decision-Making Experience of Super-
intendents, and Selected Demographic Characteristics of Connecticut School Districts
F. WILLIAM FISCHER, in Psychology: General Experimental
Doctoral Dissertation: Spelling Proficiency and Sensitivity to Linguistic Structure
HOLLIS LESLIE FITCH, in Psychology: General Experimental
Doctoral Dissertation: Distinguishing Temporal Information for Speaking Rate from Temporal
Information for Intervocalic Stop Consonant Voicing
LINWOOD NORMAN FLEISCHER, in Education: Supervision and Curriculum Development
Doctoral Dissertation: Basic Media Equipment Downtime in Connecticut Public School Districts
Analyzed by Stepwise Multiple Regression with Cross Validation
JEANNE MARIE MCCARTHY FULGINITI, in Education: Foundations of Education
Doctoral Dissertation: An Ethnography of an Alternative School within a School in a
Southern New England Suburban School System
FREDERICK JOSEPH FULLER, in Microbiology
Doctoral Dissertation: The Non-Structural Genes of Sindbis Virus: Polymerase Gene Order,
Characterization of Temperature-Sensitive Polymerase Mutants and Biological Activities
Due to the Polymerase Genes
ROLAND PAUL GAGNIER, in Chemistry
Doctoral Dissertation: Approaches to a Unified Mechanism of Metal-Halogen Interchange and
Wurtz Coupling
CHARLES GARABEDIAN, JR., in
 Education: Secondary
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effects of Proof on Achievement and Reasoning Ability of Students
in Geometry
JAMES ALLEN GARBANATI, in Biobehavioral Science: Developmental Psychobiology
Doctoral Dissertation: The Development of Organismic Asymmetry in the Rat
VIRGINIA ELEANOR GARLAND, in Education: Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: Organizational and Individual Burnout Factors: Interviews of Teachers
Formerly in an Urban Public School District
SIIMUEL GAZIT, in Chemical Engineering
Doctoral Dissertation: Toughening of Epoxy Resin by Acrylic Elastomer
STEVEN JOHN GEARY, in Pathobiology: Bacteriology
Doctoral Dissertation: The Isolation and Characterization of an Inflammatory Toxin from
Mycoplasma havis
JANET LYNNE GILLMORE, in Psychology: Clinical
Doctoral Dissertation: The Social Reception of Mainstreamed Children in the Regular Classroom
STEPHEN DAVEY GLAZIER, in Anthropology
Doctoral Dissertation: Leadership Roles, Church Organization, and Ritual Change among the
Spiritual Baptists of Trinidad
EDNA T. GONZÁLEZ-RIVERA, in Education: Special
Doctoral Dissertation: A Comparison of the Level of Aspiration between Hispanic Children in
Bilingual and Regular Special Education Programs
Forty-six
NANCY ROSENTHAL GOODMAN, in Psychology: Social
Doctoral Dissertation: Determinants of the Perceptual Organization of Ongoing Action and
Emotion Behavior
JAY LANCE GOULD, in Sociology
Doctoral Dissertation: Consumer Influence in Health Planning: The Effects of Health Experiences
and Personal Characteristics
CALVERT LAWRENCE GREEN, in Biomedical Science: Molecular Biology and Biochemistry
Doctoral Dissertation: Generalized Procedures for Producing Site-Directed Deletions in DNA
MILDRED FEINBERG GROSSBERG, in Education: Professional Higher Education Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: Re-Entry Women: An Analysis of Selected Variables Related to Their
Re-Entry Decision
RICHARD HECTOR GUERRETTE, in Sociology
Doctoral Dissertation: The Emmanuel Servant Community: A Case Study of a Social Movement
Organization
MICHELE ELAINE GUNNESS-HEY, in Biobehavioral Science: Biological Anthropology
Doctoral Dissertation: Bone Mineral and Histological Variation with Age and Vertebral
Pathology in Two Human Skeletal Populations
KHALID AHMED MUSTAFA HAGAR, in Anthropology
Doctoral Dissertation: Dynamics of Socioeconomic Transformation among the Nilotes of
Southern Sudan
Lots V. HAIGNERE, in Sociology: Social Control and Deviant Behavior
Doctoral Dissertation: Admission of Women to Medical Schools: A Study of Organizational
Response to Social Movement and Public Policy Pressures
VALOREE DAWN HALL, in Biobehavioral Science: Endocrinology and Reproductive Physiology
Doctoral Dissertation: Seasonal Cycles in Gonadal Function and Hibernation in the Turkish
Hamster (Mesocricetus brandti)
AMALIA S. HAVARANIs, in Developmental Biology
Doctoral Dissertation: The Control of Myoglobin Synthesis in Cell Cultures of Avian Red and
White Muscle
JERI HEPWORTH, in Human Development and Family Relations: Family Studies
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effects of Parental Loss on the Formation of Intimate Relationships
BRIAN ALAN HERMAN, in Biomedical Science: Cell Physiology and Biophysics
Doctoral Dissertation: Changes in Membrane Dynamics and Cell Surface Topography during
Myoblast Fusion: A Microfluorometric Study
KATHRYN W. HEYER, in Anthropology
Doctoral Dissertation: Rootwork: Psychosocial Aspects of Malign Magical and Illness Beliefs in a
South Carolina Sea Island Community
JOHN K. HocHMuTH, in Chemical Engineering
Doctoral Dissertation: Dynamic Modeling of Heterogeneous Surfaces: Oxygen Chemisorption
Behavior on Nickel Oxide
CRAIG WARD HOFFMAN; in Linguistics
Doctoral Dissertation: Phrase Structure, Subcategorization, and Transformations in the English
Verb Phrase
JOHN THoMAs HOGAN, in Education: Guidance, Counseling, and Personnel
Doctoral Dissertation: The Predictive Relationship of Personality, Demographic, and Academic
Variables to the Affective Racial Attitudes of University Students and Its Implications for
Education
Forty-seven
VIVIAN JuNE HoLmes, in Plant Science: Plant Genetics
Doctoral Dissertation: Fruit Set and Yield in Peppers (Capsicum annuutn L) as Influenced by
Phasic Cycling, Cultural Practices and Exogenous Hormone Application
JOHN MICHAEL HORVATH, in Education: Elementary
Doctoral Dissertation: Educational Cognitive Style and the Assessment of Reading Compre-
hension
GEORGE WILLIAM HOWE, in Psychology: Clinical
Doctoral Dissertation: Evaluating a Medical Consumer Assertion Training Program: Effects on
Patient-Physician Interaction and on Compliance with Therapeutic Regimen
KATHLEEN ANN HRUSCHAK, in Biobehavioral Science: Neuropsychopharmacology
Doctoral Dissertation: Synaptogenesis in Developing Chick Paravertebral Sympathetic Ganglia:
A Biochemical and Morphometric Approach
MICHAEL CuRTIS JAYE, in Biochemistry
Doctoral Dissertation: Characterization of the Inhibition of Protein Synthesis Induced by
Vesicular Stomatitis Virus
KLAUS-JÜRGEN JULKOWSKI, in Chemical Engineering
Doctoral Dissertation: Process Development Study of Enzymatic Lactose Hydrolysis in a
Fluidized Bed Reactor
WILLIAM J. JUNGA, in Economics
Doctoral Dissertation: The Building Cycle, Shorter Cycles of Residential Construction and
Federal Housing Programs: An Empirical and Theoretical Analysis
RUTH J. KAHN, in Education: Special
Doctoral Dissertation: Parents as Teachers: Linguistic and Behavioral Interactions of Middle-
Class Mothers and Fathers and their Normally Developing and Developmentally Delayed
Preschoolers during Teaching/ Learning Activities
JOHN E. KALLIONGIS, in Mathematics
Doctoral Dissertation: Homotopy Equivalences on Non-Irreducible 3-Manifolds
RICHARD FRANK KAPLAN, in Psychology: General Experimental
Doctoral Dissertation: Hippocampal Neurogenesis and the Ontogeny of Nest-Building in Rats
HARRY CONRAD KEINER III, in History: Modern European
Doctoral Dissertation: Clergy and Community: The Church of England in Buckinghamshire,
1830-1914
SYLVIA KENIG, in Sociology: Social Structure and Personality
Doctoral Dissertation: Limits on Theory: A Case Study of the Relationships of Market and State
to Theory in the Community Mental Health Movement
SUSAN RILEY KEYES, in Biomedical Science: Pharmacology
Doctoral Dissertation: The Role of Cytochrome b. in Rat Liver Fatty Acid Elongation
JONG KIL KIM, in Economics
Doctoral Dissertation: The Incentive Structure for Industrialization in a Developing Economy:
The Case of Korea
KYoo YOUNG KIM, in Metallurgy
Doctoral Dissertation: Electrode Polarization Studies in Hot Corrosion Systems
JEANNE H. KISSNER, in French
Doctoral Dissertation: Albertine as Symbolic of Proustian Reality
JAMES JosEPH KNITTEL, in Pharmaceutical Science: Pharmaceutical and Medicinal Chemistry
Doctoral Dissertation: A Multinuclear NMR Investigation of the Conformational Properties of
Catecholamines, Phenethanolamines, and Hallucinogenic Phenethylamines
Forty-eight
JoNATHAN KORN, in Electrical Engineering: Control and Communication Systems
Doctoral Dissertation: Modeling the Effects of Sustained Accelerations on Pilot Tracking
Performance
ROBERT WILLIAM KORTMANN, in Botany: Plant Ecology
Doctoral Dissertation: Functional Relationships between Nutrient Dynamics, Oxidation-
Reduction Capacity, and Eutrophication in a Soft-Water Lake
THoMAs GEORGE KouP, in Chemical Engineering
Doctoral Dissertation: The Development of Techniques for the Solution of Large Chemical
Engineering Problems
VIJAYALAKSHMI C. KULKARNI, in Economics
Doctoral Dissertation: Determinants of Asset Ratios in India, 1950-76 and Their Effects on the
Money Supply and Monetary Policy
MICHAEL JOSEPH KosTeK, in Pharmaceutical Science: Pharmaceutics
Doctoral Dissertation: Proton-Urea Interaction in Aqueous Solution
JOHN RICHARD LACouRsE, in Biological Engineering
Doctoral Dissertation: An Anatomical and Electrophysiological Investigation of the Visual
Organs of the Mussel, Mytilus edulis L.
THOMAS MAXON LAUE, in Biophysics
Doctoral Dissertation: Rapid Precision Interferometry for the Analytical Ultracentrifuge
HYUNKOO LEE, in Mathematics
Doctoral Dissertation: On Approximate Fibrations
REUBEN R. LEE, in Medieval Studies: Latin
Doctoral Dissertation: A New Edition of The Council of Reiniretnont
WILLIAM KAUFMAN LEVY, in Education: Special
Doctoral Dissertation: WISC-R Arithmetic Subtest Performance of Mathematically Handicapped
and Non-Handicapped Learning Disabled Students as a Function of Presentation¡ Response
Behaviors and Vocabulary Interactions
SHu-JAN LIANG, in Chemistry
Doctoral Dissertation: Studies of Kinetics and Equilibria of the Swelling of Organic Colloids
Using Light Scattering
RA IN ER LINK, in German
Doctoral Dissertation: Figur und Episode: Eine Analyse der Hundejahre Von Günter Grass
CAROL LIPPIA-TENNEY, in Education: Foundations of Education
Doctoral Dissertation: A Comparison between the Perceived Needs of the Republic of Korea and
Graduate Programs at United States Institutions
ALAN ROBERT LOPEZ, in Sociology
Doctoral Dissertation: Reality Construction and Transformation in an Eastern Mystical Cult:
A Sociological Study
WILLIAM ALOYSIUs LOUGHLIN, JR., in Education: Supervision and Curriculum Development
Doctoral Dissertation: An Historical Study of the Media Program and Services at The University
of Connecticut: 1941-1972
ANNE CARROLL LOUGHRAIN, in Education: Special
Doctoral Dissertation: Sex and Role as Variables in Placement Decisions Affecting Handicapped
Students
ANGELO LUCIA, in Chemical Engineering
Doctoral Dissertation: Sparsity and Quasi-Newton Methods for Optimization Calculations
Forty-nine
MARIANNA MENDILLO LUCK, in English
Doctoral Dissertation: Blake's Urizen
KEVIN BRUCE MACDONALD, in Biobehavioral Science: Behavioral Genetics
Doctoral Dissertation: Two Experiments on Behavioral Development in Wolves: I. Induction of
Normal Prepubertal Behavior in Isolate Reared Wolves; II. Development and Stability of
Personality Characteristics in Prepubertal Wolves
KAREN LouisE MAGUIRE, in Comparative Literature
Doctoral Dissertation: The Evolution of the "Sentiment de la Nature" in the Works of Jean-
Jacques Rousseau, Gustave Flaubert, and Gabriele D'Annunzio
EILEEN BARBARA MAISEL, in Psychology: Child and Developmental
Doctoral Dissertation: Evoked Potential Correlates of Delayed Letter Matching in Children
and Adults
STANLEY E. MALCOLM, in Entomology: Systematics
Doctoral Dissertation: A Phylogeny and Classification of the Sphaeridiinae (Coleoptera:
Hydrophilidae)
PRAKASH MALLYA, in Materials Science: Polymer Science
Doctoral Dissertation: Polystyrene Colloids: I. Synthesis Using a Novel Initiator; II. Heteroge-
neous Catalysis of Sucrose Inversion
RosA SYLVIA VELILLA MARTINEZ, in Education: Special
Doctoral Dissertation: Self-Concept of Inner City Puerto Rican Elementary School Children
PIOTR JAN MASIAKOWSKI, in Biomedical Science: Molecular Biology and Biochemistry
Doctoral Dissertation: Mechanism of Synthesis of the -C-C-A Sequence of Transfer RNA by
tRNA Nucleotidyltransferase
SUSAN MARIE MASKEL, in Pharmaceutical Science: Pharmacognosy
Doctoral Dissertation: Isolation and Characterization of the Alkaline Protease of Lrmantria
dispar L. Nuclear Polyhedrosis Virus
EDWARD COSMO MATRANGA, in Education: Foundations of Education
Doctoral Dissertation: Radical Educational Reform and Alternatives to Schooling in Revolu-
tionary Mexico
PAULA JEAN MCKEOWN-LONGO, in Cell Biology
Doctoral Dissertation: Physical and Immunochemical Characteristics of Proteoglycans and Link
Proteins from Avian Cartilage
RICHARD HENRY MCMASTER, in Physics: Low Temperature
Doctoral Dissertation: A Heat Pulse Study of Superconducting Lead; Indium Alloys
DEBRA VALORI MCQUADE, in Psychology: Child and Developmental
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effects of Stimulus Difficulty, Reading Ability, and Developmental
Level on the Visual and Phonological Processing of Visually Presented Words and Nonwords
ESTELLE SCHOSTACK METVINER, in Education: Secondary
Doctoral Dissertation: Rhetorically Based and Rhetorically Deficient Writing: The Effects of
Purpose and Audience on the Quality of Ninth Grade Students' Compositions
CHRISTINE NEVADA MICHAEL, in Education: Secondary
Doctoral Dissertation: A Phenomenological Study of Female Adult Development through Age
Thirty-Four
JEAN-DONALD MILLER, in History: United States
Doctoral Dissertation: The United States and Colonial Sub-Saharan Africa, 1939-1945
PHILLIP PAUL MINGHETTI, in Developmental Biology
Doctoral Dissertation: Studies of Serum Protein Ribonucleic Acids in the Yolk-Sac of the Chicken
Embryo
Fifty
AMIT K. MITRA, in Pharmaceutical Science: Pharmaceutics
Doctoral Dissertation: Mechanisms for Drug Release from Biodegradable Matrices
JUDITH CROUNSE MORDKOFF, in English
Doctoral Dissertation: The Making of the Auchinleck Manuscript: The Scribes at Work
BARBARA SAWYER MORGAN, in Education: Professional Higher Education Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: Selected Correlates of White Nursing Students' Attitudes toward Black
American Patients
JULIA SPENCER MOUTRAN, in Education: Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of the Relationship between Selected Variables Affecting the
Teacher Evaluation Conference and Teacher Satisfaction with the Conference
JOSEPH FRANCIS MULHALL, in Sociology
Doctoral Dissertation: The Apprenticeship of the Handicapped: An Interactional Analysis of the
Disruption and Reconstitution of the Social Careers of Physically Disabled Persons
ROBERT THOMAS NAGEL, in Fluid Dynamics
Doctoral Dissertation: Boundary Layer Effects on an Acoustic Field
JANICE A. NARCISO, in Botany: Mycology and Plant Pathology
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of Hudsonia tormentosaNutt.
JOAN DOROTHY NELSON, in Education: Elementary
Doctoral Dissertation: An Investigation of the Effect of a Parent Training Program on Children's
Reading Readiness Performance
MICHAEL A. NORTH, in English
Doctoral Dissertation: Private Spheres, Public Chaos: Henry Green and the Writing of His
Generation
DAN ARIE NOVAK, in Mathematics
Doctoral Dissertation: Generalization of Continuous Posets
KEVIN EDWARD O'GRADY, in Psychology: Clinical
Doctoral Dissertation: The Development and Validation of a Measure of Romantic Love
KAREN A. OGULNICK, in Linguistics
Doctoral Dissertation: Allomorphy in Linguistic Theory: Strong Verbs and Derived Nouns in
German
RITA R. O'KANE, in Education: Elementary
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effects of Rhetorically Based and Rhetorically Deficient Writing
Tasks on Spelling Achievement
WILLIAM CHARLES OKULICZ, in Pharmaceutical Science: Pharmacology and Toxicology
Doctoral Dissertation: Studies on Estrogen and Progesterone Receptors in Oviducts of the
Domestic Hen
JOHN THOMAS O'LOuGHLIN, in Biochemistry
Doctoral Dissertation: The Role of cIF3 during Muscle Differentiation
KEVIN RICHARDS O'REILLY, in Anthropology
Doctoral Dissertation: Population Dynamics and Family Planning in Dublin, Ireland
TOR H. PALMGREN, in Materials Science: Polymer Science
Doctoral Dissertation: A Laser Light Scattering Study of the Kinetics of the Emulsion Polymeriza-
tion of Methyl Methacrylate in Aqueous Medium
FRANCESCO PARISI-PRESICCE, in Mathematics
Doctoral Dissertation: Uniqueness of Solution of Fixedpoint Equations in Regular Extensions of
Iterative Algebras
Fifty-one
KRISHNA RAO PATTIPATI, in Electrical Engineering: Control and Communication Systems
Doctoral Dissertation: Dynamic Decision-Making in Multi-Task Environments: Theory and
Experimental Results
ALAN FRANCIS PERRIN, in Education: Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: The Relationship between Socioeconomic Characteristics, Town
Characteristics, and Voting Behavior on a School Finance Referendum
THOMAS ANGELO PICONE, in Nutritional Science: Nutritional Science and Biochemistry
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effects of Maternal Weight Gain and Cigarette Smoking during
Pregnancy on Pregnancy Outcome and Neonatal Behavior
JANE KORZA PIORKOWSKI, in Education: Secondary
Doctoral Dissertation: Effects of Formal Assessment Procedures on General Achievement in and
Attitude toward Mathematics
MARY E. MAHONEY PLOUFFE, in Psychology: Clinical
Doctoral Dissertation: A Longitudinal Analysis of the Personality and Behavioral Effects of
Participation in the Connecticut Wilderness School: A Program for Delinquent and Pre-
Delinquent Youth
MARY WATERS POLCI, in Political Science
Doctoral Dissertation: The Role and Development of the League of Women Voters in Connecticut:
An Organizational Response to the Changing Status of Women
FRANK ANTHONY PONTARELLI, in Education: Technical and Industrial
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of Compliance by States with Federal Vocational Education
Regulations as Determined by the Management Evaluation Reviews for Compliance and
Quality
SUSAN FOSTER PRESTON, in Biobehavioral Science: Neurochemistry
Doctoral Dissertation: Tubulin:Tyrosine Ligase:Biochemical Evolution and Role during
Development
ALBERT CONWAY PRICE, in Political Science: Judicial Process
Doctoral Dissertation: The Politics of Definite Sentencing in Four American States
APRIL L. RADBIEL, in English
Doctoral Dissertation: "All That's Spoke is Marred": Shakespeare and the Distrust of Language
CAROL ANN REVAK, in Psychology: Clinical
Doctoral Dissertation: An Investigation of Construct Validity and Situational Subscales of the
Interpersonal Problem-Solving Assessment Technique-College Form
BARBARA GAIL RIPLEY-DAGHLIAN, in Anthropology
Doctoral Dissertation: The Changing Patterns of Health Care in a Rural Vermont Setting
VICKI A. ROSEN, in Physiology
Doctoral Dissertation: Hormonal Effects on Calcification and Bone Development in the Chick
Embryo
JUDITH HILDA ROSENBERG, in Education: Guidance, Counseling, and Personnel
Doctoral Dissertation: The Ability of Selected Cognitive, Affective, and Educational Variables to
Predict the Presence of Anxiety Related to Mathematics
WAYNE DAVID ROSENFIELD, in Education: Educational Psychology
Doctoral Dissertation: A Developmental and Deficit Comparison of Intellectually Normal and
Retarded Children Based on Measures of Academic Achievement and Cerebral Functional
Asymmetry
SUSAN ROVEZZI-CARROLL, in Education: Professional Higher Education Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: Predicting Major Fields of Study in Allied Health Education with
Selected Personality Variables
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JESÚS SAMPER-AHUMADA, in Sociology
Doctoral Dissertation: The Ecological Complex and Service Sector Growth: The Case of Non-
Metropolitan Counties in the Northeastern United States, 1950-1970
PATRICIA B. SANDERS, in Education: Professional Higher Education Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: A Phenomenological Study of Teaching Role Perceptions of College and
University Professors Who Are Recipients of an Outstanding Teaching Award
RICHARD LEWIS SCHWAB, in Education: Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: The Relationship of Role Con flict, Role Ambiguity, Teacher Background
Variables and Perceived Burnout among Teachers
RICHARD C. SEEWALD, in Communication Science: Speech Pathology and Audiology
Doctoral Dissertation: The Interrelationships among Auditory Sensitivity, Auditory, Visual and
Auditory-Visual Speech Reception and Speech Intelligibility in Children
MARGARET JEAN SEKELLICK, in Microbiology
Doctoral Dissertation: The Interferon System as a Regulator of Persistent Virus Infection
KAREN JOY SHAW, in Genetics
Doctoral Dissertation: Regulation of Branched-Chain Amino Acid Biosynthesis in Escherichia
coli K-I2 and Salmonella typhimurium LT2
JEFFREY DAMIAN SHEPHERD, in Zoology: Systematics and Evolution
Doctoral Dissertation: An Analysis of Proposed Avian Perching Mechanisms
GORDON FREDERICK SHERMAN, in Biobehavioral Science: Developmental Psychobiology
Doctoral Dissertation: Early Experiences, Sex Effects, and Brain Lateralization in the Rat
(Rattus norvegicus)
GERALD LEE SHOEMAKER, in Materials Science: Crystal Science
Doctoral Dissertation: Crystal Growth and Structural Characterization of Copper Orthophos-
phates
ROBERT EMERSON SHOGREN, JR., in
 Psychology: Child and Developmental
Doctoral Dissertation: Developmental Differences of Study Time in Recognition and Free Recall
WALLACE PETER SILLANPOA, in Italian
Doctoral Dissertation: Cultural Theory and Literary Criticism in the Prison Notebooks of Antonio
Gramsci
JAI EDWARD SMITH, in Education: Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of the Relationship of Flexibility, Self-Concept and Perception of
Locus of Control among Elementary School Teachers
NANCY ALLYN RADEMAN STILWELL, in Psychology: Social
Doctoral Dissertation: Stressful Life Events and the Elderly: A Longitudinal Study of Life Events
in a Non-Institutionalized Sample
ALICE NAOMI STITELMAN, in English
Doctoral Dissertation: Matthew Arnold and the Poetry of Instability
HOWARD SETH SUSSER, in Psychology: Clinical
Doctoral Dissertation: Self-Monitoring Reactivity: Evidence for a Mediating Mechanism
JAMES ANDREW TANNO, in Botany
Doctoral Dissertation: Variegation in Selaginella martensii Forma albovariegata (Bull) Alston:
Inheritance and Expression of Plastid Defects
KENNETH DOYLE TAYLOR, in Biological Engineering
Doctoral Dissertation:
 Processing for Real-Time Opto-Acoustic Image Enhancement
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RICHARD WAYNE TAYLOR, in Plant Science: Agronomy
Doctoral Dissertation: Evaluation of Indigenous Grasses and Minimum Tillage of Legumes for
Grassland Pasture Renovation
HELENA GEORGETTE TENCH, in Political Science: International Relations
Doctoral Dissertation: Converging on the Clinch River: The Politics of the U.S. Breeder Reactor
Program
CLAUDIA ISLIEB THESING, in Economics
Doctoral Dissertation: Strategy, Structure, and Innovative Activity
NIcoLAs TORRES-HERNANDEZ, in Education: Supervision and Curriculum Development
Doctoral Dissertation: The Perceptions of Junior High School Science Teachers Concerning the
Prescribed Curriculum in Puerto Rican Public Schools
BETTY TULLER, in Psychology: General Experimental
Doctoral Dissertation: Coordination among Articulators in Speech
BHAL R. TULPULE, in Electrical Engineering: Control and Communication Systems
Doctoral Dissertation: Sequential Detection of Soft Failures in Linear Systems
VERA DIANNE ULIBARRI, in Education: Physical
Doctoral Dissertation: The Interrelationship of Selected Kinetic Energy and Vision Measures in
Distinguishing Skill Level of Female Softball Batters
PHILIP SULAIMAN USMAN, in Economics
Doctoral Dissertation: The Impact of Petroleum Revenues on Public Expenditure in Nigeria with
Reference to Iran, Iraq and Venezuela
MATTHEW OLIVER WARD, in Computer Science
Doctoral Dissertation: The Analysis of Time-Varying Imagery by the Extraction of Change
Information from Regional Encodings
RITA SEILER WEISSKOFF, in Education: Supervision and Curriculum Development
Doctoral Dissertation: The Relationship of Pop/ Rock Music to Children's Task Performance and
Continuing Motivation in Language Arts Instruction
KENNETH ARTHUR WENDRICH, in Music
Doctoral Dissertation: Pitch Imitation in Infancy and Early Childhood: Observations and
Implications
CARL JOSEPH WENK, in Electrical Engineering: Control and Communication Systems
Doctoral Dissertation: Decision Strategies with Dual Effect for Inseparable Stochastic Control
Problems with Continuous and Discrete Uncertainty
JOHN PAUL WENKE, in English
Doctoral Dissertation: Freedom in the Fiction of Herman Melville
JUDITH ANNE WHITTUM, in Biomedical Science: Immunology
Doctoral Disserta tion: Investigation of the Effects of Prostaglandin El on T Cell Differentiation
Events in Normal and Autoimmune Mice
EVELYN BARNETT WILLIAMS, in Education: Special
Doctoral Dissertation: Performance of Inner City Learning Disabled and Emotionally Disturbed
Youth on Power and Timed Achievement Tests
CHRISTINE ANN WINTER, in Psychology: Clinical
Doctoral Dissertation: Credibility of Therapy Style As a Function of Pre-Existing Subject Beliefs
CHRISTINE NOELLE WITZEL, in Sociology
Doctoral Dissertation: Nurse Practitioners and Patient-Oriented Care: The Impact of Setting,
Role and Practitioner
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BARRY YEDVOBNICK, in Cell Biology
Doctoral Dissertation: Disproportionate Replication of Ribosomal DNA in Drosophila
melanogaster
MARIAN FRANCES YOUNG, in Developmental Biology
Doctoral Dissertation: Serum Protein Synthesis in the Extraembryonic Endoderm of the Early
Chick Embryo
LORRAINE YURKEWICZ, in Biobehavioral Science: Neuropsychopharmacology
Doctoral Dissertation: The Locus Coeruleus-Cerebellar Pathway in the Chick: A Model System
for Studying Neuron-Target Cell Interactions during Brain Development
MARGARET DENISE ZANECCHIA, in Education: Professional Higher Education Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of the Relationships of Nursing Faculty Attributes, Faculty
Productivity, Nursing Student Attributes and Selected Student Outcomes
ARMED SERVICES COMMISSION
Each year the President of the United States, through the Secretary of Defense, grants
commissions to The University of Connecticut students in the Regular Service and in the
Reserve Corps.
SECOND LIEUTENANTS, REGULAR ARMY
KEITH P. ANTONIA, Infantry
	
RICHARD J. KENNEDY, Infantry
ARNOLDS A. GRAVA, Field Artillery
	
OCTAVIO MORALES, Signal Corps
JAMES R. HERALD, Unassigned












































FREDERICK H. SCHELL, JR.
KENNETH W. SCHMIEDEL
JUAN TORRES, JR.
tEnrolled at The University of Hartford
*Enrolled at Eastern Connecticut State College
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THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
PROFESSIONAL DIPLOMAS IN EDUCATION
The Professional Diploma in Education is awarded for the completion of an approved





SEVERINO DE MELO ARAUJO
LEAH C. BAILES






































































RETIRING MEMBERS OF THE PROFESSIONAL STAFF
CLARK L. BAILEY, Executive Secretary to the Board of Trustees
September I, 1947 to September I, 1980
FRANCIS C. CADY, Professor of Law
September 12, 1962 to July I, 1980
SUMNER M. COHEN, Director, Department of Residential Life
September I, 1946 to January 1, 1981
ROBERT COLEMAN, Professor of Music
September 16, 1964 to January I, 1981
IRvING F. FELLOWS, Professor of Agricultural Economics
September 15, 1937 to June I, 1981
JOSEPH GLASSER, Assistant Professor of Management and Administrative Sciences
September 16, 1955 to April 1, 1981
WILBUR GRISWOLD, Director and Dean of the University of Connecticut in Hartford
September 16, 1946 to July I, 1980
EGBERT B. INMAN, JR., University Secondary School Teacher II at Edwin O. Smith
High School
September I, 1962 to September I, 1980
WILLIAM N. KINNARD, JR., Professor of Finance and Real Estate
September 16, 1955 to October 1, 1981
ALMA RHEA LAWTON, Extension Home Economist
August I, 1963 to January I, 1981
JOSEPH J. LUCAS, Assistant Director and Professor of Biometrics and Experiment
Station Statistician
July 1, 1962 to July 1, 1980
MILTON L. MYERS, Associate Professor of Economics
September 16, 1956 to October I, 1981
CHARLES A. OWEN, Professor of English
September 14, 1946 to October I, 1981
LAWRENCE R. PANCIERA, Specialist IV in the Division of Athletics and Lecturer of
Physical Education
August I, 1950 to October I, 1980
THERESA RADA, University Educational Assistant I in Executive Records
February 11, 1955 to December 31, 1980
CRAIG SHEA, Professor of Law
September 16, 1958 to July 1, 1980
WALTER H. SIMSON, Assistant Dean of the Graduate School
September 7, 1965 to June I, 1981
FREDERICK A. SURRIDGE, Director of Payroll
October 10,'1949 to July 1, 1980
BARBARA TEASDALE, Associate Professor of Allied Health Professions
September I, 1956 to January 1, 1981
WYMAN R. VAUGHAN, Professor of Chemistry
September 16, 1966 to October 1, 1981
VERONICA ZANELLI, Extension Home Economist





Schools and College Deans and Marshals
College of Agriculture and Natural Resources ... Edwin J. Kersting, Dean — Kirvin L. Knox, Marshal
Ratcliffe Hicks School of Agriculture
	  John P. H. Brand, Director — Robert A. Aldrich, Marshal
School of Allied Health Professions 	  Polly A. Fitz, Dean — Patricia W. Gillespie, Marshal
School of Business Administration 	 Ronald J Patten, Dean — Ann Huckenbeck, Marshal
School of Dental Medicine 	 Harald Löe, Dean — Philip T. Levine, Marshal
School of Education 	 Mark R. Shibles, Dean — Katherine Loheyde, Marshal
School of Engineering 	  Peter W. McFadden, Dean — G. Michael Howard, Marshal
Division of Extended & Continuing Education Galvin G. Gall, Dean — W. Matt McLoughlin, Marshal
School of Fine Arts
	 Jerome M. Birdman, Dean — Donald L. Murray, Marshal
Graduate School 	 Anthony T. DiBenedetto, Vice President	 Herbert Kaufman, Marshal
Walter H. Simson, Assistant Dean
School of Home Economics and Family Studies Robert G. Ryder, Dean — Dorothea A. Mercier, Marshal
School of Law  Phillip I. Blumberg, Dean — Peter A. Lane, Marshal
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences William A. Wilson, Jr., Acting Dean — Gloria M. Brine, Marshal
School of Medicine 
	  Robert U. Massey, Dean — Steven J. Bongard, Marshal
School of Nursing 
	  Marlene Kramer, Dean — Margaret M. Moynihan, Marshal
School of Pharmacy 	
 Karl A. Nieforth, Dean — Henry A. Palmer, Marshal
School of Social Work 	  Robert Green, Dean — Herbert Kaufman, Marshal
THE PROCESSIONAL
In the processional, faculty-appointed student representatives will carry the School or College
banner.
The banner colors identifying the candidate groups are as follows:
College and School of Agriculture 	  Brown and Maize
School of Allied Health Professions
	
 Red
School of Business Administration 	  Drab Green
School of Dental Medicine
	
 Lilac and Gold
School of Education 
	
 Light Blue
School of Engineering 	  Orange
Division of Extended and Continuing Education 	  Dark Green
School of Fine Arts
	




 Blue, White and Gold
Doctor of Philosophy 	  Gold
School of Home Economics and Family Studies 	  Maroon
School of Law 	 Purple
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences 	  White and Yellow
School of Medicine 	  Green and Gold
School of Nursing 	  Apricot
School of Pharmacy 	  Green
At the University Commencement the University Marshal wears a ceremonial gown of blue and white.
The School and College Marshals wear blue beefeater caps.
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CAPS AND GOWNS
Academic caps and gowns represent a tradition which has come down from the universities of
the Middle Ages. They were once common forms of clothing and were retained by the clergy when the
laity adopted more modern dress. The early European universities were founded by the church; the
students, being clerics, were obliged to wear prescribed gowns and caps at all times.
The usual color for gowns in America is black, though some universities are gradually adopting
colors representative of their institutions. Hoods are lined with the college colors and are trimmed
with the color appropriate to the degree:
Agriculture 	  Maize	 Law 	 Purple
Arts, Letters, and Humanities 	  White	 Medicine 	  Green
Business 	  Drab	 Music 	  Pink
Dental Medicine 
	
 Lilac	 Nursing 	  Apricot
Theology 	  Scarlet	 Pharmacy 	  Olive G reen
Education 	  Light Blue	 Philosophy 	  Dark Blue
Engineering 	  O ra nge	 Physical Education 	 Sage Green
Fine Arts 	  Brown	 Public Health 	  Salmon Pink
Forestry 	  Russet	 Science 	 Golden Yellow
Home Economics and Family Studies Maroon 	 Social Work 	  Citron
Caps are usually black. The tassel for the Bachelor of Arts, Science, and Engineering may be of
the color distinctive of the degree, and the tassel for the Doctor of Philosophy may be made of gold
thread.
THE MACE
THE MACE, carried by Professor Fred A. Cazel, Jr., Moderator of the University Senate,
was first used in 1962. It is used on all occasions of academic ceremony at the University. At today's
Commencement, the entry of the Mace heralds the arrival of the academic procession.
The audience is requested to remain seated, so that all may see the procession. The Mace will
be presented at the center of the stage while all those marching are taking their places.
THE BATON
THE BATON, carried by the University Marshal, Professor Max B. Thatcher, was specifically
designed for ceremonial activities at The University of Connecticut and was first used at the Commence-
ment in 1968. The Office of Marshal can be traced back to the medieval period, and the Baton is a
symbol of the Marshal's authority. He carries it as he leads the academic procession into and out of
the place of ceremony.
THE MEDALLION
THE SILVER MEDALLION, worn by John A. DiBiaggio, President, was first used at the time of
the University's Silver Anniversary. It hangs on a silver chain of special design, in which each link
represents one of the University's Schools or Colleges. Each link consists of a cloisonne circle engraved












































Fred A. Cazel, Jr.
John B. Greiner







THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE




















Marie V. Cassetta	 Holley L. Manbeck
Dominick L. Cinti	 Daniel J. Penney
E. Marvin Henken	 Robert J. Ruby
Whitney W. Jacobs	 Clarence L. Trummel
Philip T. Levine	 Steven J. Bongard, Chairman
Sixty




COMMENCEMENT DAY at The University of Connecticut is a time of
ceremony and pageantry, some of it representing traditions dating back to
medieval times. These notes on the history of the University and the commence-
ment ceremony are offered in the hope that they will be of interest to the spec-
tators, particularly those who may never have viewed the event previously.
THE UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT WAS FOUNDED as the Storrs
Agricultural School in 1881 and its name was changed to the Storrs Agricultural
College in 1893 at the time it became a land-grant college. In 1933 it became the
Connecticut State College, and in 1939 the present name, The University of Con-
necticut, became official. In addition to the main campus at Storrs, there are the
Schools of Law and Social Work on a new campus in West Ha rtford and the
Schools of Medicine and Dental Medicine in Farmington. There are five two-year
campuses located in Ha rtford, Stamford, Torrington, Waterbury, and Avery
Point, Groton (Southeastern). In addition, the University operates a M arine
Research Laboratory at Noank, an Institute of Marine rese arch at Avery Point,
and agricultural extension offices in Brooklyn, Danbury, Haddam, Hartford,
Litchfield, Norwich, Rockville, Storrs, and Wallingford.
The University has an enrollment of over 22,000 students. At Storrs there are
over 12,300 undergraduates and more than 3,300 graduate students, representing,
in addition to the students from the United States, some fifty nations. The
organization of the University as a whole includes sixteen different schools and
colleges and the Graduate School.
This year the University will award over 4,600 degrees. Of these approx-
imately 3,100 are bachelor's degrees, 1,200 master's degrees, 185 Juris Doctor
degrees, 47 Doctor of Dental Medicine degrees, 85 Doctor of Medicine degrees,
and 200 Doctor of Philosophy degrees. Also to be awarded are 50 certificates in
the two-year Ratcliffe Hicks School of Agriculture.
THE COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY, due to the size of the
graduating class, has now been divided into five parts. Two morning
ceremonies are devoted to the awarding of bachelor's degrees and
certificates. One starting at 10:00 a.m. is held for the School of
Education, and for the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences in the
Auditorium. The other, starting at 11:30 a.m. is held for all other
undergraduate schools and colleges in the Field House. These dif-
ferent starting times enable certain officials to be present at both
ceremonies. The president, the governor, the speaker, and others at-
tend the proceedings in the Auditorium and the Field House. A third
ceremony for the Graduate Schools is held at 3:30 p.m. in the
Auditorium. A fourth ceremony for the School of Law is held on a
different date (Saturday, May 23, 1981), in Hartford. A fifth
ceremony is held by the Schools of Dental Medicine and Medicine,
also on a different date (Saturday, May 30, 1981), at the Health
Center in Farmington.
THE PROCESSION in the morning begins with the candidates for
graduation entering both the Auditorium and the Field House. Each
ceremony, as well as the graduate ceremony in the afternoon, is
heralded by the ceremonial trumpets which were obtained especially
for the University commencement. Banners, carried by student mar-
shals, precede the students into the areas of the ceremonies. These
banners, having the colors of each school and college, were also
designed specifically for the commencement.
The appearance of the bearer of the mace* signals the start of
the academic procession. The University marshal, carrying the
baton,* leads the president, governor, speaker, clergyman, the
Board of Trustees, vice-presidents, deans, other University officials,
and the faculty, and their appearance on the stage is the signal for the
ceremonies to begin.
THE ACADEMIC GOWNS, HOODS, AND REGALIA represent
more than elegance or colorful attire. The medallion* worn by the
president was especially designed for University ceremonies. The
gowns and hoods of the University marshal and the assistant marshal
were also made specifically for University ceremonies and represent
the official colors of national flag blue and white. The blue velvet
"beefeater" hats are worn by the marshals who assist in conducting
the ceremonies.
Academic gowns represent a tradition that began in the
medieval period, and they were most practical in university buildings
which were well known for their lack of proper heating.
The bachelor's gown is a full length robe with long sleeves and
closes in the front.
The master's gown is made somewhat fuller, and has elbow
length sleeves. A hood is worn over the shoulders and the colors
represent both the university and the field of scholarship.
*See official program for description
Baton
The doctor's gown is again somewhat fuller in design and has
full and long sleeves. The gown may, or may not, close in front
depending upon the design. The velvet band around the neck and
down the opening in the front of the gown may be in black, or it may
be a color to represent the area of learning. In addition, there are
velvet bars on the sleeves. The hood is bordered with velvet, the color
of the velvet representing the field of scholarship. The lining, often
with large chevron, bears the colors of the university from which the
wearer received his degree. (Some of these colors of scholarship are
listed in the official
 program.)
THE AWARDING OF DEGREES at The University of Connecticut
is accomplished by a two-fold process. First, the candidates for
degrees proceed to the platform, are congratulated by the ad-
ministrative officers of their school or college, and return to their
seats. They are then officially presented by the dean and the marshal
of the appropriate school or college. Second, when all candidates
have been duly presented, the President of the University formally
confers the degree. This is accomplished verbally at the time that he
speaks the words:
By virtue of the authority vested in me by the Trustees of The
University of Connecticut, and subject to due confirmation, I confer
upon you the Certificate, appropriate Bachelor's Degree, Master's
Degree, Juris Doctor, Doctor of Dental Medicine, Doctor of
Medicine, or Doctor of Philosophy for which you have been presented
at this Ninety-eighth Commencement of the University."
THE RECESSIONAL of officials and faculty move through the
graduates who, along with the audience, remain in their places until
the ceremony is thus concluded.
THE SEATING OF THE CANDIDATES is arranged as follows:
(a) In the Auditorium in the morning, all students of the School of
Education are seated in the three sections across in the front of
the Auditorium. The students of the College of Libert Arts and
Sciences are seated directly behind in the same three sections.
(b) In the Field House in the morning, the students are seated ac-
cording to the school or college from which they are graduating.
(c) In the Auditorium in the afternoon, the candidates of the
Graduate School are arranged (facing the stage) as follows:
Doctor of Philosophy — center section
Master of Arts, Master of Social Work, Master of Public Af-
fairs, Master of Fine Arts, M aster of Music, Master of Dental
Sciences — left section
Master of Science, Master of Business Administration, —
right section
Baton
THE SEATING OF THE ADMINISTRATION AND FACULTY is as follows:
(a) In the Auditorium, the University officials, members of the Board of
Trustees, and participants in the ceremony, are seated on stage, while the
members of the faculty are arranged in tiers behind them.
(b) In the Field House, the University officials,. members of the Board of
Trustees, and participants in the ceremony are seated on the platform, while
the members of the faculty are arranged on each side of the platform.
MAP KEY FOR CAMPUS AREAS AND FACILITIES
USED DURING COMMENCEMENT
A — ALBERT N. JORGENSEN AUDITORIUM
— School of Education, and College of Liberal Arts and Sciences ceremony, 10:00 a.m.
— Graduate School ceremony, 3:30 p.m.
B — FIELD HOUSE
— Ceremony for all other undergraduate schools and colleges, 11:30 a.m.
C — ROTC BUILDING
— All students participating in the commencement ceremonies obtain and return caps and gowns
here.
D — Area where procession forms for morning Jorgensen Auditorium ceremony for the School of
Education, and for the College of Liberal A rts and Sciences.
E — Area where procession forms for morning Field House ceremony for all other undergraduate
schools and colleges.
F — Student Union.
G — School of Engineering Building.
H — School of Pharmacy Building.
